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three reviews of Scott, Foresman Biology 1988 teacher's edition ISBN = 0-673-22341-8
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1900 East Lake Avenue, Glenview, Illinois 60025

Biology?WhatBiology? For any practical purpose,
Sem Foreman Biology 1988 is the same as the 1985
version, but with "1988" added to the copyright page. Our
question is: Does this book have any practical purpose'? As
our reviewers explain, it cannot be used as a biology text.

Scott, Foresman's product offers facts, pseudofacts and
clichés in a matrix of rote sentences and plentiful pictures. It
continually fails to integrate information, to explain con-
cepts or to explain biology, and it is rich in absurdity. The
writers reduce the topic of "scientific methods" to two para-
graphs within a confusing passage on "The Origin of Life."
They crunch the topic of marine bionics into two sentences
and a picture of a coral reef. They guess that notochords
consist of cartilage; that a human has "donut-shaped" red
cells; that a fish has hipbones and a human-type pelvis; that
the singular of me nin,ge s is "meninge." They minimize
environmental problems in paragraphs recalling Pangloss
and Pollyanna. They depict the hazardous dumping of
chemical wastes as something "in the past." Their appendix
"Nobel Laureates in Physiology or Medicine" lists the lau-
reates and tells the nationality of each, but it gives no hint of
what they did to win their prizes. Like the book as a whole,
it is attractive but scientifically meaningless.

More than a third of the book is a survey of organisms,
from viruses through vertebrates. The whole exercise is
contrived and misleading, for it lacks a basis in science. It

projects the impression that scientists classify organisms
merely by noting featuresmuch as one might sort shoes
rather than by trying to isolate those features that bespeak
evolutionary relationships. If students relied on Scott,
Foresman's parody, they might learn about some groups, but
they would not know what the groups represent. Nor would
they be able to say why groups exist in nature at all. To
explain those things, the writers would have had to explain
phylogeny and the role of phylogenetic thinking in taxon-
omy. They have avoided that, however, and have produced
260 pages about shoe-sorting. This might have passed for
science a long time ago; today it looks only like backward-
ness and an attempt to foster a view of nature based on fun-
damentalist religion. Similar backwardness affects other
parts of the book, as the reviews by De Santo and Nickels tell.

William I'. Mayer, Editor-in-Chief
William .1. Benhetta, Editor
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RoteIsNotRight
by Rcbert S. De Santo

Scoti, Foresman's book cannot serve as a primary text-
book in biology. Biology is a science, but this book does

not present science. It presents a frenetic display of facts
a smothering blanket of factsand it will not inspire scien-
tific thinking in any student or teacher. At most, it will
impart an artificial and shallow sense of learning while it
damages imagination and creativity.

Before I tell more about the book, I must tell about my
own perspective. For the paia 25 years years or so, I have
earned my living as an ecologist. I work now for a company
of consultants in engineering and transportation-planning.
and my job revolves around the application of biological in-
formation and biological thinking to the solution of environ-
mental problems. The practical use of scientific thought is
therefore important to me. So is the managing of employees
who can understand, practice and communicate scientific
methods, and who can tackle ecological problems with
curiosity imagination and perseverance. Finding such em-
ployees is not easy, and it will only become harder for as long

as we perpetuate the kind of "science education" repre-
sented by Scott, Foresman's uook.

The blame for the book does not belong entirely to Scott,
Foresman, In principle, the responsibility for solving the
fundamental problems of preparing a biology text should
rest with people who understand science, who want ear-
nestly to communicate the principles and rigor and delights
of science, and who can skillfully write eurriada. It should
not rest with merchants or with writers who know little of
either science or education. In practice, however, our edu-
cational establishment has failed in its responsibility. Our
curriculaas they are reflected in typical textbooksseem
to ignore all the things that are important, or to dismiss them
with demeaning, misleading lip service.

What things are important? First, the principles and
methods of science, and a real understanding of how these
make science different from other endeavors. Next, the
history of science: the discoveries, the peoplc who made
them, and an understanding of how every great discovery
involved the integration of earlier findings and the extension
of earlier thought. And most importantly, an appreciation of
science as a creative intellectual process.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Many of our students are getting none of that. Instead,

they get recipesreeipes dispensed by a system that, one
might suspect, was designed to misguide and discourage
young people. It turns their experiences with science inm
tedious exercises, loading their memories with litanies of
facts while making inhuman demands on their attentiveness.
Students who are content to memorize are rewarded by this
system. Those who try to integrate information, or to make
new associations among facts, usually are mockedif only
because the facts that they have learned are so sketchy and

incoherent that the making of associations is a bitterly hard
task. The system likes rote learning, rote teaching, rote
teachers and rote textbooks.

This is the system for which Scoff , Foreman Biology
1988 has been produced. The book tries to provide a

complete. rote recipe for a course in biology, and the adver-
tising on page T6 of the teacher's edition proclaims:
"Content that's complete. up-to-date, relevant to students,
and organized around the most current five-kingdom clas-
sification system. It's all here.-

Well, it's not all there. What is there is fact-babbling that
I can illustrate by citing seven pages (637 through 643 ) in a
chapter about ecology. In those seven pages, the writers
introduce, define and dispose of the terms biotic, abanic.
ban ic potential, carrying capacity. den.sny-dependon, dea-
sity-independem, dominant species, habitat, inclw,Colnff-
litioll. prectatiOn. munuilism, parasitism. symbiosis and
commensalism. Yet each such termand the concept that
the term signifiesdemands careful explanation, diverse
exemplification, and considerable effort by both student and
teacher if it is to be integrated into the student's working
intellect. All those concepts are vital to an understanding of
the living world. and some of them have aspects that are truly

subtle. I am sorry for the thoughtful student who might try
to learn about them from Scott, Foresman's book.

The scope of the hook is conventional and comprises ten

units: Life; Cells; Genetics; Evolutionary Theory; Viruses,
Monerans, Protists, and Fungi; The Plants; The Inverte-
brates: The Vertebrates; Human Structure and Function; and
Ecology. That is a conventionally encyclopedic array, and
the book is in fact a kind of encyclopedia. It presents many
discrete articles and vignettes, some of which may be useful
sources of facts in specific situations, but it has no unifying
theme. It ceminly does not elucidate the great themes of
biology. It does not, for example, provide insight into the
overarching unity of life, nor does it reconcile the unity of
life with the spectacular diversity of life.

One reason why it does not do those things is obvious.
'Nis is one of those "biology- books that avoid the principle
of biological evolutionthe principle that enables us logi-
cally to handle the relations among different forms of life, to
comprehend the malleability of life, and to explain diversity
in a context of unity. With only one evident exceptioni .
significant references to evolution are quarantined in the
two-chapter unit called -Evolutionary heory.' as if evolu-
tion had nothing to do with subjects covered in other units----
plants or invertebrates or vertebrates or human structure or

ecology. I lere and there we find odd allusions to evolution.
some of them wrong or misleading; but the writers are
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oblivious to the central role of evolutionary thought in
today's biology. No wonder that their book is so bad.

The ecology unit, as I have told, is the last. 'It tF a failure.

It fails first because it does not integrate ecology with
subjects that have been treated in earlier units and that are
inextricably related to ecology: subjects such as cell biology,
physiology, anatomy and genetics. It fails again by getting
things wrong. (For example: It dismisses tropical rain
forests in three fluffy paragraphs suggesting that there is a
single, uniform biome called the tropical rain forest, and that
leopards dwell in Mexico as well as Africa, and that anacon-
das "roam the forest floor" in Asia as well as Amazonia.) It
fails again because it tritely describes a few problems posed
by our technological abuse of our planet, but it ignores some
of the worst ones. It fails again because it does not eluidate
our only real hope for solving our ecological problem. That
hope lies in environmental stewardship in iveognizing
that we are a part of nature rather than apart from nature, and

in managing Earth accordingly.
While Scoff. Foreman Biology 1988 cannot be used as a

textbook, it may merit consideration as a reference hook. If
it were cast in that role, students could enjoy its better
features; good layout and illustrations. good integration of
illustrations with text, and (of course)a mighty abundance of
facts. Use it in the library, not in the classroom. +

Robert S. De Santo is the chief scientist 01 DeLeuw. (father

ComlninY. a Consulting orpani:inion in East Hall.fin'd,
Connecth.m.

Divorcing Science from the Real World
by Thomas R. Kobal la, Jr.

irr he book before us presents a body of biological facts,
and it presents them in a way that most teachers will find

familiar, but it does not provide a view of the living world
that will prepare students for lives in a scientific and techno-

logical society. If a high-school curriculum seeks to relate
biology to issues dun are personally meaningful to students,
and relevant to society at large, this book will not do. It may
he useful, though, as a supplementary resource.

The teacher's edition of the textbook differs little from
the student's edition. It has a front section that suggests how
the hook is to he used, and it offers a two-page outline of
tactics for teaching each chapter. These outlines, too, lie at
the front of the book, rather than being juxtapcsed to the cor-
responding chapters. Typically, the outlines fi wus on an-
swers to questions posed in the student's edition. I.ittle
attention is paid to laboratory safety or to how lessons might
be adapted to the needs of slow learners.

The laboratory manual provides some 70 exercises, each

relawd to a chapter in the textbook. Most of these exercises
are dissections or "cookbook labs." in which contrived
routines verify what the student already has read. Few

require data-collection that might extend beyond a 50-
mime class period. Generally, the questions accompan)
ing the ex,.rcises require only short answers about facts.

The teacher's resource book exists in regional versions:
"One for each N.e.a of the I. inited Statcs," says Scott,

I



Foresman's advertising. The company has divined that the
areas of tile United States are five: West, Southwest, Mid-
west, Northeast and Southeast. I examined the resource

book for the Southwest. Curiously. it has been composed by
people from New York. Florida and Colorado. Many of its
"regional" activities entail nothing but reading about plants
or animals, then answering questions based on the reading.
Most of the urban activities seem more suited to upper-
elementary or middle-school students than to high-school
students. Typical exercises include building a hird-feeder,
studying a neighborhood tree, and visiting a botanical gar-
den, The price of the resource book is $93,24.

What are the overall goals of the package that Scott.
Foresman has assembled around Scott, Foresman

Biology 1988? I do not know: No goals are stated in any item

that I inspected. Maybe the primary goal is "to provide
students with a balance of content and process skill develop-

ment" a phrase seen on page TI3 of the teacher's edition.

If so, there is much discrepancy between Scott. Foresman
notion and the goals that have been articulated by the biology
experts who worked On Project Synthesis. (See Paul Dell.
Hurd's article in What ReVeal'(ll SOSS to the cience
Teacher, volume 3. published in 1981 by the National
Science Teachers Association.)

Those goals are: "(1) scientific enlightenment; (2) career
awareness; (3) the development of cognitive skills (inquiry
and decision-nlaking): (4) meeting the adaptive require-
ments of individual students: and (5 ) an appreciation of
biology in the service of society." They were defined, in
part. to take account of new technologies for research (e.g..
recombinant DNA ), new interdisciplinary perspectives, and
new. intemctions between science and other human activi-
ties. Many of those interactions transcend science itild
demand social. ethical or moral choices.

Scott. Foresnian's materials. however. present biology in
a context without values. The writers organite information
within the structure of biology alone. Some isolated features
called "Issues in Biology" or "Breakthroughs in Biology"
are their only attempts to relate biology to the student and to
society, and the attempts are feeble. To present biology in
this way, virtually divorced from real-world concerns. is in-
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defensible the more so because a biology course will be
the last science course that most students will take.

The intellectual skills of biological inquiry are not con-
spicuous in Scott, Foresman's program, nor is any serious
effort to develop awareness of careers. Glimpses of jobs
related to biology are confined to ten "Focus on Careers"
features; these seem to be afterthoughts. Career information
seems to be quite absent from all the other material presented

to the student or the teacher.
The writers only rarely suggest that scientific discoveries

proceed from the use of evidence and reason. Instead, they
present biology as a body of absolute facts that have no
defined origin and no historical context. The paucity of
historical information is underscored when they actually try
to tell about the origin of Mendelian genetics. For some
reason, an acknowledgment of Gregor Mendel has become
an odd fixture in our biology books, and the same informa-
tion has been copied, cloned and recloned for the past 30
years. It is flawed and misleading. but here it is again:

Pages 150 through 155 present a tale suggesting that
Mendel found and declared the laws of doNinance, of
segregation, and of independent assortment. (Wrong.
Those laws emerged only when other scientists elaborated
and clarified Mendel's work.) On page 154 we see: "Mendel
found that each trait had a donlinant and a recessive form."
(Wrong. Mendel's paper of 1865 mentioned observations of
flowering time. a trait showing incomplete dominance,) On
page 155 we read about pea seeds that "nearly fell into a
9:3:3:1 ratio... as Mendel had predicted." (Wrong. Mendel
never mentioned that ratio. Pondering the results of a
dihybrid cross, he judged that they conformed best to 1:2:4, )
Scott. Foresman's writers should read "Some Myths about
Mendel's Experiments," by Alain Coros and Floyd Mon-
aghan. in American Biology Teacher for April 1985.

Scott, Foresman Biology 1988 is not a respectable effort
and is not acceptable as a high-school textbook.

Thomas I?. Kohalla, .11... is an associate prolessor in the
.Science Education C'enter. University Te.vas at Austin.

Stuck in the Nineteenth Century
by Martin K. Nickels

My motivation to review a high-school biology text lies
_ in my increasing concern for the biological back-
1.round that college freshmen and sophomores bring to my
introductory course in physical anthropology. Admitted ly 1
do not encounter their knowledge of cell structure, fungi, ar-
thropods or flowers, but 1 do have to contend with their
deficient understanding of two of the most profound discov-
eries of the last 200 years: Organisms have evolved through
immense periods of time. and humans are as much a part of
the natural world as are any other organisms.

What I have found. in some 13 years of teaching. is that
students entering college arc burdened by widespread igno-
rance and amazing misunderstanding of these two concepts.
Most cannot distinguish evolution from selection. Many arc
tillable to explain the difference betw cell Darwinian and
Laniarckian models of evolution. Few know anything about



human evolution. and almost none can explain why humans
more nearly resemble the other primates than any other
organisms on this planet. I do not think that these are petty
or esoteric matters. They are among the most important
components of our modern understanding of human nature.
Every high-school graduate should know of them.

Are my students unusual in having poor backgrounds in
biology? Are they ignorant and misinformed because they
never have been introduced to the study of living things? No.
Like some 80 percent of our high-school graduates. virtually
all my students have taken high-school biology. What then
is the problem? Very simply. it is that the two discoveries
with which I am especially concerned are not being covered
at all, or are being covered only superficially and poorly.

The structure and content of high-school courses are
strongly influenced by textbooks, and so are the impressions
acquired by students. For this reason. I examined the
teacher's edition of Scott, Foresman Biology 1988 with
special attention to its presentation of hiok)gical evolution in
general and human evolution in particular. I shall concen-
trate here on the book's treatment of humans.

Iwas surprised to see that the writers have given an entire
chapter indeed, the second chapter in the book to

the biological attributes of humans. My surprise turned to
disappointment, however, when I examined the chapter
closely. The writers correctly present humans as primates,
but they offer (on page 34) only an extremely short list of the

primates' shared features: " stereovision," an opposable
thumb. a rotating forearm, and a complex brain, The depth-
perception associated with stereovision is noted, but the
writers do not tell that it is an adaptation to the arboreal
habitat in which primates, as a group, evolved. In fact, they
do not describe any of the cited features 1,s an evolutionary
adaptation to anything. Why do they leave the student to
think that these feature . exist tor no particular reason'?

In devising their inexplicably short list of primate attri-
butes, the writers have not mentioned that the digits of
primates hear nails instead of claws: they have not tokl that
all primates except humans have an opposable hig toe; they
have not described the primate reproductive pattern (a single
offspring and an intense mother-infant relationship), nor
have they told how this pattern promotes the survival of
primate infants. These are serious omissions.

On pages 36 and 37, the writers go on to compaN humans

and gorillas in some detail, hut they tend to emphasize
differences ,Nhile excluding many striking similarities. The
result is misleading. The student does n, A learn that both
species have the same number and type of teeth; both show
the sante shoulder-girdle anatomy (which enables them to
hang vertically by their arms): both lack external tails: both
have feet that are the most supportive, among primates. of
the upper body: and both show dramatic chromosomal and
biochemical similarities.

By presenting humans as primates, the writers have
created an ideal opportunity, very early in the book, to intro-
duce the central concept of all modern biology evolution
from common ancestors. Alas, they do not seize that oppor-
tunity. nor do they ever really develop the theme of shared
ancestry anywhere in the text. Instead, they seem to strive to
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avoid it, even if their work becomes misleading. Look, for
example, at the note on page 37: -The position of the
foramen magnum . accounts for the difference in posture
between apes and humhs." This is misleading. confusing
and wrong. The position of the foramen reflects the differ-
ence in posture but does not, in any sense, explain it. The
difference in posture between apes and humans can be
explained as a divergent adaptation to different habitats,

p hysical variation in modern humans covered only in
a two-page laboratory exercise, on pages 38 and 39, that

deals with measuring variom body parts. Why have the
writers ignored the opportunity to consider the nature and
evolutionary significance of skin color, surely one of the
most obvious traits of humans? The hook does not even tell
that skin-color differences result from differences in mela-
nin pigmentation. The word melanin does not appear in the
index or the glossary. Am I really asking too much when I
expect that something as important as skin color in humans
should get as much treatment as sex-determination in rep-
tiles (page 487)? I think not. Moreover, the ignoring of
something as interesting as the student's own color is symp-
tomatic of Scott. Foresman's overall obliviousness to the
odgin and adaptive variation of the student's own species.

It is a shame that the animals that most students find most

interestingthemselvesare not used to illustrate and
explain the most dramatic of biological processes: evolu-
tion. It is ironic that Scott, Foresman's book, which has
"Challenge!" questions scattered throughout it, fails to
challenge students to reflect on their own natural history. If
one judges by this book, the amating array of honlinid foss i 1 s

that have been unearthed during the past 25 years. as well as

the startling biochemical siniilarities of humans to the other
hominoids, have not been discovered at all,

Can Scott, Foresman truly expect to Convince educators
that thk book has "content that's complete, up-to-date.

relevant to students ....- as the ad vertking on page T6 says?
If so. I can understand why my own students enter college so
ignorant of the place that humans occupy in nature. I hope

that other texts are not as anachronistic as this one is.
Scott, Foresnum Biology 1988 cont inues the recent trend

by which some publishers produce textbooks that are just
catalogs of facts, generally unrelated to one another and
unconnected by any conceptual integration. For that reason.

and because it persists in conveying an early-nineteenth-
century view of humans. I cannot recommend it for use in
late-twentieth-century biology courses.

rt K . Nickels is an associate professor (y. anthropology
at Illinois State University (Normal, Illimns).
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Lost Integrity Maybe you already know about the
middle-school textbook Heath Lije Science 1987. The bi-
ologist Stephen Jay Gould gave a long paragraph to it when
he wrote about science texts for the January issue of Natural
History, and he caught its essence in one apt phrase: "lost
integrity in education,"

Our own reviewers find I leath's book to be inept. mis-
leading and often irrelevant to either life or science. As the
review by Ragland indicates, a person familiar with science
may have difficulty in taking the book seriously. It surely
merits something more than a laugh. however: It merits the
telling of its story. The story invol ves events that took place
in California about two years ago, and it will interest anyone
who cares about education and students and integrity.

Heath Life Science 1987 has a redesigned title page and
some other minor novelties, but it is essentially the same as
Heath Life Science 1984. which Heath submitted during
California's science-text adoption of 1985. That adoption
made headlines when California's Board of Education ruled
that no middle-school texts would be accepted unless puh-
lishers strengthened their treatment of topics that had been
muffled or ignoral. The foremost topic, in terms of attention
paid by the press and the public, was o..ganie evolution.

Most publishers made only minimal changes: and when
they offered their-revised" books, in Noveniber 1985, their
passages about evolution and the history of I i fe were gener-
ally as weak, obscure and craven as they had been at the
outset. Only after some scientists learned of the "revised-
books, and then made their disgust known publicly, was the
stage set for real improvement. The scientists told that most
of the books were still shameful, and they cited examples.
One was Heath Life Sr el IC I 984, which said (among other
things) that the history of the dinosaurs was merel some-
thing in which "some scientists believe." That item 11 a s
quoted in various news reports. In December, the Board said
that the books should undergo further revision: and that
work was done with advice from people who knew some
science. The California version of hfrath Lift' SCiellee I 984.
delivered in February 1986, showed great gains in accuracy,
clarity and currency. In Heath Life Science 1987. however,
1 leath has perpetuated the original version of its 1984 book.
with all its error, obscurity and anachronism.

liennetta. Editor

A Toy and a Tragedy
by Lawrence W. Swan

The teacher's edition of Heath Life Science 1987 is, in
effect, two volumes. One is a reproduction of the

student's edition, the other a collection of notes giving
suggestions and correct answers to the teacher. There is also
an extended introduction that tells the teacher about the
qualities of Heath's product. It says that the book reflects
requests and recommendations by countless teachers. It tells
of "teaching support at your fingertips" and "step-hy-step
lesson plans," and of how this approach "fosters scientific
inquiry." It speaks of "mathematics skills" and "laboratory
skills" and "research/reference skills." It says that the book
not only covers all the topivs of life science but covers Mem
"completely." It says. "A team of highly trained experts --
specialists in various fields of life science have checked
and double-checked every page of I leath's student text."

I might imagine, then, that Heath has produced the
ultimate life-science text. Everything is supplied, printed in
red or blue or green. Colored dots and I i lies cover the pages.
I can even get "parent involvement sheets." I lere is organi-
zation! Ilere is gifl-wrapped knowledge! And yet, some-
where down inside. I get the feoling that thk may be the
ultimate text only for somebody who wants an elaborate toy
and who does not care enough ahout science education.

The title page lists three "authors.- then four Ph.D.s and
an M.D. who are "content consultants." The copyright page
shows six "teacher consultants," five "series consultants.-
and some three dozen "field test teachers.- This regiment
has assemhled 536 pages and more than I MOO illustrations

in color. We are looking at big money, with plenty of airline
tickets ..nd fancy dinners. Bin Heath presumably knows
how to make such sp riding pay off.

How can I begin to analyze this product of so many
talented people'? 1 low can I lay my body down before such
a Juggernaut'? Let me hegin with a quibble. For any new

ord in the text, a pronunciation is spelled out. But who, in
Heaven's name, pronounces population as "pahp-yuh-
LA N' -shuhn- or hotanRt as "BAIII-n-i list"? These are not
exceptional: the text is full of odd pronunciations, and I flnd
it maddening,

I must hurry now to say some good things. I commend
the use of such w ords as uteius (rather than womb) and



atrium (instead of auricle). I praise the suggestions that
teachers should use maps of the world. This may engender
the only global-geography instruction that some students
will get. I commend the activities that, offen enough. rise
above busy work to approach education. If teachers enlist
those activities, classes will have guests, demonstrations,
cluttered bulletin hoards and lots of dissected copies of
National Geographic, and students may learn something.

rieath's book is far, however, from the perfect product
that Heath would have teachers believe it to he. For one

thing, it is loaded with errors, misleading omissions and
confusing inconsistencies. The "monkey- on page 1'299 is
not a monkey hut a lemur. The map on page i3n5 wrongly
shows the range of the American opossum extending to
northernmost Alaska: it also shows hoth monotremes and
marsupials in New Zealand. though New Zealand has nei-
ther.. A caption on page T313 tells that a hahy gull. when
hungry, pecks at the red spot on its parent's hill. What red
spot? The picture shows none. The special behavior of vonw
gulls has been turned into a false generali/ation about all
gulls. and when the picture refuses to ci operate. the student
must somehow believe the general i/ation anyway. On page
T275 we read that the largest lizard is the "dragon lizard of
Asia.- That is a concocted title for the huge monitor that is
commonly known as the Komodo dragon. Having spurned
the animal's conventional name, the writers ensure confu-
sion by illustrating what they call a "dragon li/ord- from
Australia. This pictured reptile has nothing to do w ith the
Komodo dragon: it is not even a monitor.

There are many other wrong OF misleading items. and I
wonder: lithe,/ are so obvious to me, how did they elude all
those specialists who "double-checked every page"?

In the introduction telling how I leath's hook lia,, every
whistle zind hell. page A-7 says that the hook seeks "to foster
an awareness of the increasing complexity oldie organisms
in the live kingdoms.- Increasing complexity'? That i . one
aspect oldie grand process that pervades the w hole stor of
life on Earth: organic evolution. Evolution is the heart or
hiology the glue for hinding facts. the light for reasoning

hut ileath's YY riters shun and conceal this unilly ing theme.
Yes. there is chapter 20, called "Changes Over Time.- hut it
is silly. The writers compare the ideas or Lamarck and
Darwin. hut they do not do it with an great legitimacy . 'Hwy

do not point out that Lamarck's effort emhodied his recog-
nition that nature did not comply with hiblical heliefs about
fixed species. They say. "Toda most scientists agree m.ith
Darwin's explanation.- The implication that other scientists
agree with Lamarck is ludicrous, and that word "today is

incongruous. According to Heath. the last klenti liable
person who thought anything about ey olution was I lugo De
Vries, ( irca 1901.

Instead of informing the student that the \+, hole of life's
history has been one of evolution. Heath's w riters suggest
that life may not even have a history. On page T402.
lossili/ed palm trees "are believed- to have lived 80 million
years ago. On page T401, Ilssil-hearing rocks "are thought-
to he 270 million years old, On page T399. the di losaur Ty-
rannosaurus "is believed- to have 11ved more than 130
million years ago. (That one is a double ,+. hammy, for the
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wording is misleading and the date is wrong, About 70
million years would he accurate.) l'he ages of fossils are
plain facts of science, hut the writers deny them.

rrik n S of omission are even more severe. There is no
diagram of relationship: lio branching tree to show that
mammals arose from reptiles, or that birds still have scales
on their legs and show their reptilian origins. There is no
suggestion that amphihians evolved from fishes, so students
cannot understand why a typical tadpole looks and behaves
like a fish. l'here is no geological time scale in the section
on fossils. The writers mention lampreys, hut they do not tell
that these jawless animals lack an append icuft skeleton or
true teeth. Then they jump to sharks, hut they say nothing
about the derivation of enameled teeth from enameled
scales, or ahout the origin of a jaw from a gill arch. They say
a litt le ahout the mammalian emhrvo (which all of I leath 's
"experts- have confused with pre-reptilian enihryos) hut
they do not tell that mammalian development reflects a great
evolutionary invention: the reptilian egg. On page T418,
they ask students to compare the human skeleton with that of

what? A frog? A cat? No. An arthropod! And so the
riters abandon the chance to introduce the evolutionary

concept of homologous hones. They seem to insist that they
must give no hint at all of any evolutionary relationships.

I wonder what guided the minds of all those "experts.-
There seems to he only one credible ansYY er They seem to
have been interested not in sLience education hut in the extra
monc that they might get hy kneeling to the Bihle Belt.

There M. as a tragedy in the production of Heath ble
Science 1987. and it involved some of those people listed on
the title page the ones \k ho have academie affiliations that
imply know ledge of science and dedication to its principles.
To the extent that they may know ingly have kint their names
to dignifying I leath's product, they have betrayed science
for some pieces of silver. +

hin.rence " S'aii i a pra/c."0/ (?fhioll)0' at San Fran-
cisco .S.lale

Something to Remembei.
b David K. Stronck

tudies h the National Science Foundation ha c show n
mat man science teachers rely totally on texthooks to

define curricula and coup.es. In the hands of 11 eak teachers,
Heath tile Silence 1987 can do much damage. It i, an eas
formula. I fear. for the kind of course that has turned a
multitude of naddle-school students ZIV. ay from science.

A good teacher tries to select topics that meei the needs
and interests of students, and then tries to present those
topics in 1 ays that yield understanding. Heath's writers,
how eY er. seem to he concerned onl ith saying a little
something about almost e el's biological topic, and yy ith
devising tests that emphasi/e memori/at ion and recall.

The teacher's edition of I leath's hook hegin, YY ith a long.
colorful advertisement. and page A-6 of the IA says that
leath's program promotes "five categoric, of vital skills-

named "Reading Comprehension. Wont. Mathematics.
Lahoralor. and Reference/Research.- M analysis of the



texthook and of the accompanying Commaer Test Bank
shows that the first two categories reading and vocabulary

are emphasized heavily, while the others get little atten-
tion. The tests in the hank could he used even if students
performed no lahoratory activities at all.

On page iv of the Computer Tevt Bank. we read: "Ap-
proximately 60 percent of the items are at the recall level.
These quesdons involve recall of facts and definitions pre-
sented in the text. Approximately 40 percent of the items test
students at the inferential level. These items require students
to interpret questions in light of information presented in the
chapters.- Then, throughout the hank, each item is labeled
as either "recall- or "inferential." The distinction, however,
seems to he arbitrary or meaningless.

An item in the test for chapter 19 ("Genetics'') says: "The
number of possible comhinations for gene pairs in a Punnett
Square is !answer: Murk- The writers label that as a "recall-
question. On the other hand. they give the label "inferential-
to this: Before the end of mitosis, the Ianswer: DNA I within
the parent cell must copy itself.- In the test for chapter I
("Introducing I.ife Science-1, they apply "inferential- to
this: "A statement of a hypothesis that has been upheld by
experimentation is called a lan.swer: theory1.- A "recall-
item in the test for chapter I says: "The most basic skill of a
scientist IN Ianswer: observing I.- My own obsers ing shows
that very few questions really require inference. Most
questions, regardless of labels, test vocabulary develop-
ment: the rest emphasize reading comprehension.

-1
eath's advertisement says that the hook covers topics
"completely- and with "enough depth and enough de-

tail to tell the whole story.- Yet nmny stories are far from
W hole and are so brief that they create more confusion than

learning. Such stories are conspicuous in chapter 25.
lealth and Environment.- the last chapter in the hook. The

very placement of the chapter is distressing. Although mans
educators have urged that health topics should he m.ajor
themes in life-science courses. Heath's writers ignore those
topics for 500 pages. Then. in 14 pages. they try quickl y. to
touch on everything from infection and vaccines to drugs
and nutrition. This is irresponsible. and a teacher mav not
even !.,ret to the last chapter hefore the school-year ends.

The ss riters dispose of nutrition in eight paragraphs.
Their only recommendation about food-selection is that
students should eat a variety of items from the "Basic Four
ood Groups.- They do not mention the federal lEetary

Guideline.s for Americon.s. They do not even explain that
Americans typically eat unhealthfully large amounts of
dairy products and red meats. and tht.t these are the chief
sources of excessive fat in our national diet.

Heath's material about drugs consistently fails to give
adequate descriptions of the harmful effects of those sub-
stances. The writers say that taking amphetamines for thrills
"can lead to physical dependence-: they do not mention
death. They say that a person who smokes marijuana "may
have trouble thinking and take longer to react": they sas
nothing about hrain damage. They dismiss alcohol w ith
some notes about slurred speech blurred vision and passing
out: they say nothinp. about lethality or about the lives and
deaths of alcoholics. They. casually relate cigarettes to
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cancer and heart disease, hut they do not even hint a the

annual rate of premature deaths due to eigarette-smokiny
Chapter 18 is called -Reproduction and Development..

and it nominally emphasizes humans. It has a diagyam of the
reproductive system in each sex. with a hit of text ahout
testes and ovaries and so forth. hut it does not suggest where

these things may he found. A female student does n n learn

what her vagina is. because I ICA says only -turth canal.-
The male student is kept ignorant too: The word penis never
is used. and Ileath's picture shows the male urethra hanging
in space. with nothing around it! l'he term se.und inter-
course is shunned. and I leath's closest approach to coitus is
one sentence on page '1363: -When sperm are released in the
female's hods. they sxs mu up through a hollow, muscular
organ called the uterus and into the oviduct.-

In the advertising on page A-7.a "content rationale- say s
that one of the book 's goals "is to foster an awareness of the

increasing complexity of the organisms in the five king-
doms.- l'his of course would require fostering an awareness
of evolution, the great concept that organizes all aspects of
today's biology: and any reader of the "content rationale-
ss ould expect a strong emphasis on es. olution. That expec-

tation ss ould he false. however. for I kinh actually has
isolated evolution in chapter 20 another late chapter that

easily can he omitted hy a teacher pressed for time.
In earlier chapters. references to the history of life are

obscure. In the chapter about ectothermic vertebrates. for
instance: -Some scientists belies c that strange animals ss ith

dry. seals skins manned the earth 225 million to 65 million
y ears ago. These animals Were the dinosaurs.- Some

scientists'? The only people who deny the history of the
ancient dinosaurs are the fundamentalist preachers (and
their followers) who call themselves -creation-scientists,"
hut those people are not scientists at all. In chapter 20 itself.
the W riters consistently minimize es olution hy saying things
like: "Mans fossils resemble no living plant or animal.
indicating that some organisms has e become extinct.- That
is scarcely the whole storN . Students should know that more

than 90 percent of all fossils represent extinct species. and
that more than 90 percent of the species that ever have I IvL.1
have become extinct. How has I leath managed to publish so

many inaccurate and misleading statements? The advertis-



ing on page A-5 says"h ighly trained experts ... have decked
and double-checked every page of Heath's student text."

Heath Life Science 1987 is a formula for superf icial tasks
of memorization, and it avoids or blurs or trivializes topics
that are directly relevant and important to the students' own
lives and health. It should not e adopted.

David Stronck is a pri?fessor in the Department ofreacher
Education, California State University at Hayward.

Mr. Big and the Magic Ladder
by Thoms E. Ragland

Iam writing this because ! perceive a danger that Heath
Life Science I 987 might really be adopted by some unsus-

pecting and uncritical school district, and that students might
be subjected to its egregious errors and nonsense. If that
danger did not exist, 1 would simply dismiss Heath's Oook
with a laugh, for it is laughably inadequate.

The book's outstanding feature is its anthropocentricity.
Its message is: "Man is the only important or interesting
thing in the living world. All those other organisms are just
decorations that surround him." There is hardly any sugges-
tion that anyone might find intellectual fulf fitment in study-
ing other organisms for their own sake. rather than studying
them for their effects on Mr. Ili...g. Heath's writers thus
promote the ancient, wrong-headed notion of a ladder of life

a scald natnrae that has a man on it.. lop rung. That
notion has nothing to do with science. Scientists rejected it
long ago, because it obviously did not reflect or explain
nature. but Heath's writers remain devoted to it. One

prominent sign of their devotion is their brief. extremely
oversimplified trel..tment of plant I Is. ....ley give fewer than 50
pages to plants as such . but they give some 150 pages to
animals other than Mr. Big. and nearly 100 to Mr. Big
himself.

The organization of the book is inexcusably had. For

example: The writers take their first stab at ecology in
chapter 5 ("Environment and Life"). before they have intro-
duced any taxa beyond protists, monerans and fungi: but
chapter 5 itself deals largely with metazoans. They offer
some related material in chapter 8 ("Ecology"). after they
have taken their brief look at plants. though they still ha% e
not considered any metazoans. More such material appears
I chapter 13 ("Water Ecosystems") and still more show s up

in chapter I 7 ("Protecting tne Environment").
Scattered through the book are one-page lic.versions titled

"Science and Technology.- They mislead the student into
thinking that science and technology are the same thing. they
project a wholly wrong viow of the goals of scientific
research, and they promote the fancy that organi,ms are
important only to the extent that they are useful to humans.
Example: The "Science and Technology" page subtitled

sec. ...oce.s" a..aues to studies of ho w. insects f ly."Using In ! M 1 I II 1

hut its real theme is engineering. It concludes, "By study ing
how insects land and control their flight patterns, scientists
hope to improve the construction of planes and helicopters."
The writers do not suggest that science might he f WI. that sci-

entists might study how insects fly because they want to
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know how insects fly. or that scientists seek anything beyond
the learning of some commercial tricks.

The student who uses a science text will consult its
glossary and ii,dex f requently. In Heath's book, the index is
minimally satisfactory, but the glossary is inadequate and
sometimes ridiculous. It sometimes seems to be a lampoon
written by Dr. Science and Rodney, National Public Radio's
parodists of science and technology: "abdomen: the body
region of arthropods that is farthest from the head I 'Gee, Dr.
Science, my uncle just had abdominal surgery. What was
that all about?' I bacteria: the group of monerans that are
found almost everywhere I 'Look at these monerans, Dr.
Science. Are they bacteria?' 'I don't know, Rodney. I'll ac-
tivate my network of agents and tell them to start looking
around.' I jawless fish: a class of f ish that do not have jaws
I 'Wow, Dr. Sci:.11ce! I knew that one even before you told
me.' I ... birds: warm-blooded vertebrates with wings I 'And
so much for those eggheads who think that bats are mam-
mals.' I species: the smallest classification of living things
1 But how small is it. Dr. Science?' In science-talk. Rodney.
ten centimeters by five.' ... identifying: the naming of
something ['Hey, Dr. Science, [rave you identified that bird
from Fiji?' 'Yes, Rodney. I identified it Louise.' 1"

aref u nl reading of the teacher's editio show s that ma-
terial for the teacher is as chuckle-headed as material

for the student. l'he pedagogic notes are written not in
high ish but ill ed-jive, and some "correct" answers to ques-
tions are downright stupid. On page T236 the teacher f inds:
"A dragonfly can see better (than a spider can I because it has
two large compound eyes that can detect images as well as
light. Spiders have simple eyes that can only detect light."
Wow can jumping spiders find prey or see their mates'
nuptial dances if they cannot percek e images'? And if
images cannot he formed by simple eyes, like mine, how can
I read these words?) On page 1'503, a lesson plan i,uggests
inviting a policeman to visit the class to-discuss the various
types of drugs." because I leath's writers treat drugs in an
utterly frivolous way., the teacher V., ill have to invite Some-
body if the students are to receive real information. But why
a policeman instead of a physician or pharmacologist'?

To sum up: I would not have tried to take I leath's hook
seriously if' I did not fear that some school district might
adopt it and inflict it on students. No student deserves such
cruel treatment. If you have a copy of the book, use it for a
paperweight. Just keep it my ay from any young person w lio

might want to learn about life or science.

Thomas I RiNland doe. biochemical reAear('h in the 1)e-
parlIllelit of Invcelelnalc bullogy (Ind Ge()10.i;y (II the
fiwnia Academy of Sciences (San 1:rancisco).
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goring and Raffling nig Tenth-Graders
hy Colin 0. Hermans

rentice-Hall's hiology hook is nice-looking. The cover
has a colored photograph of a tiger in pretty vegetation.

and there are many colored illustrations inside, and there is
even a blue rihhon to serve as a hook mark. The hook is big.
too. The teacher's edition has more than I MOO pages,

weighs more than four pouthls. and contains much more
informat ioin than students will he able to learn in ome school-

year. A teacher will have difficulty in using it to give a well
ha lanced course. because nvajor sections of the text IN ill have

to he skipped. If ally teacher tries to get through the whole
hook. the result will consist not of teaching hut of hastily
shoving information down students' throats. A lot of stu-
dents will quickly learn to hate hiology.

There are other serious defects. While the hook presents
many important facts and seems to cover important topics,
it is filled with the smarmy rationality and shallow wisdonl
that drive students crazy. Moreover. a kit of what it offers is
incomprehensible or simply wrong. It ahounds with mate-
rial that seems alright at first glance hut cannot survive
careful reading. When inspected closely. it signak that the
w titers do not understand what they are writing about.

The text is divided into ten units: "Introduction to Biol-
ogy: Cells: Variety and Continuity: Mici ()hes: Plants and
Fungi: I nvertehrates: Vertehrates: Human Structure and
Function: I I lilllan ReTonse and Development: Ecological
Interactions.- Each unit has about five chapters.

The first unit an minces many shork:onlings that will
recur throughout the book. It opens with a gorgeous photo-
graph of ducks taking off from a lake. Good! It seems to say
that biology can he heautiful. This hope is quickly dashed hy
the caption: "Like all birds. nnd lards Inkve unique character-
kt ics such as feathers. Mallards also have choracteristics
thai they slmre with other organisms such as the presence of

limbs.- Biology is not beautiful after all: It is boring.
The unit's first chapter "What Is Biology'r Inks

pictures that seem to reflect a grotesque effort to say that
biology is for everyone. A caption tells that scientists need
to gather infornlat ion: the picture shows a nuxlel posed as a
scientist using a library: the model is a woman in a wheel
chair. A caption telk that scientkts usc computers: the
computer-using model in the pict lire is a young woman who

looks Asian. A "Career- note tells about biology teachers:
in the picture. one of the three nmdels is a woman with a
black patch on her left eye. A caption tells that hiologkts
learn from experiments: in the picture. renliniscent of tooth-
paste-ad scientism. the model is a young. African-looking
man who gazes into a separatory funnel. There are only two
pictures of real scientists: Pasteur and Morgan: two old
fogies who look European. The sciem it i fic community appar-

ently has undergone big change since their day.
The change may nave Keen salutary. for t he achievements

of the great hiologists of the past were evidently trivial.
Darwin'? He puhlished a hook that "discussed a theory of
evolution .... Among other things. his theory explains that
organ isnls with slight advantages over other organisms have
a greater chance of survival.- I am not fooling you. Prentice-
! lairs hook really says that. Mendel'? Ile "grew pea plants
to see how the offspring resembled their parents."

Just Imagine Imagine a history text that did not tell
that historians try to identify the social and ecommiic forces
that have shape(' historical events. Imagine a chemistry text
that ignored reaction mechanisms: imagine a text saying that
chemists simply classify reactions hy the colors oi he

products that are generated red reactioP. green reactions.
and so on. Those imaginary hooks v onild resemble most of
the real books that now are being sold to high schools as
hiology texts. The hooks ostensihly use biological classifi-
cation as a major theme. hut they do not tell what it is about.

They do not tell that taxonomy revolves around phylogeny
and that classification is an mtempt to describe evolutionary
relationships. Instead. they lead students to think. that it is an

inane exercise in sorting redsies from greensies,
Prenticc-Hall's hook is such a product. and our first

review show s how far Prentice-Ithll's writers have gone in
the propagation of nonsense: They have not merely ignored
the evolutional) basis of classification: they have offered
statements about classification that are absolutely false.

Now imagine one more tiling. Imagine what might hap-
pen if schools started refusing to huy "biology- hooks that
ignore basic hiology and dispense plain rubhish.

Alayer,
William .1. 13ennetta. Editor



The f irst chapter also touches on "the scientif ic method"
and the tools of scientific research. Concerning the light
microscope. the writers say: "Unfortunately, the more an
image is magnified, the poorer is its resolution." Intelligent
tenth-graders. if still awake, wonder why anyone would
employ such a device. The writers do not tell. Instead, they
rush to mention electron microscopes. saying that the first
ones "were used in 1931." Our tenth-graders envision
biologists studying organisms with electron microscopes in
1931 , but they have been misled by 20 or 30 years. The
writers then say that "The techniques that are used to prepare

the specimen destroy cells." How can there be anything left
to observe? The writers do not suggest any answer.

And so it goes. In chapter 2. the writers say that adapta-
tion is one characteristic of living things. They fail to explain
what that means, however, although they spend three para-
graphs in trying. In chapter 3. "Classification of Organ-
isms," they say: "The two words !of a scientific name'
describe the characteristics of an organism, or refer to the
person who named it or the place where it was found." That
is dead wrong, and it has been dead wrong since the time of
Linnaeus (1707-1778). It describes a few special cases, but
as a generalization, it is wrong and worthless. All that
scientif ic names consistently do is to serve as names.

Chapter 3 has a defect much worse than that one, how-
ever, for it absolutely fails to deal with the concept of
species. Species are the things that have evolved to produce
the organic world that we now study. One can argue that the

species is the fundamental level of' biological organization,
and that the concept of species is crucial in biological
thinking. Biology w ithout species is like physics without
atoms, but Prentice-Hid s writers ignore them.

Why? Is this one of those books that strive to keep
organic evo!ution a secret? A casual inspection suggests that

the answer is no. The "Variety and Continuity" unit has three
chapters that seem to deal with aspects of evolution
ehatrs called "Application, of' Genetics," "Variation
Through Time" and "Human History." Careful reading,
however, shows that the answer perhaps is yes. The writers
avoid the term evolution in favor of the ambiguous word
develomneht. thus confusini, ontogeny and phylogeny.
(Development is not a synonym I'm evolutnm, and such
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usage is false and misleading.) The "Human History"
chapter emphasizes the variety among primates but fails to
tell of' the evolutionary continuity that unites them all.

The subject of evolution is muted in many other passages
as well. On page 45, in the chapter about classification:
"Structures that have the same basic pattern and general re-
lationship of their parts are said to be homologous." That is
absolutely false. Homologous parts are those that have
evolved from the sante structure in a common ancestor. This
is the only meaning ot' homologous in today's biology. On
page 46, the writers say that cats are placed in the order
Carnivora because they are chiefly meat-eaters. That is
absolutely false. Cats eat meat. but they art: placed in the
Carnivora because they evolved from the sante ancestors
that gave rise to the other members of that group. the dogs,
the bears, etc. If' diet were the big issue in taxonomy, then
killer whales and Eskimoes would be in the Carnivora too,
Our tenth-graders wonder why that is not the case. Later,
when they read about "Classification of Mammals" in the
unit about vertebrates. they will wonder why grass-eating
horses and grass-eating cows are placed in different orders.

Horses' feet differ from cows' feet. as the hook tells: but is it
not also true that cats' feet differ from dogs' feet? Our
students are baffled because the writers have given false
statements and have said nothing about the relation between
taxonomy and evolution.

The text presents a five-kingdom classification of the
living world, but on page 47 of the teacher's edition the
writers tell the teacher to explain that "at the kingdom level"
three groups "contain every kind of organism." They do not
say why three kingdoms might be better than five or some
other number, or why one system of classification might he
better than another. We must not chide our tenth-graders if
they conclude that the living v, orld is incomprehensible, and
that the way in which scientists regard it is whimsical and
meaningless. I do not recommend Prentice-MB Biology
for use in high-school biology classes, 4.

Colin 0. lernidn.c i. U pr*Asor of biology (II SMIMIld Skil('
1:11iVenity Rohner? Park. Califiwnia

A Vargi TvrYi (onhi RvitQf
by Arnold M. Clark

taught general biology for man y. years to undergraduates

(both majors and non-majors) at the rniversity of Dela-
w are. I am familiar with college textbooks in biology, and
I know that they provide no information about how that
subject should be presented. 1 was impressed, therefore, to
find that the teacher's edition of Prentice-Hall Biology 1987
opens with in excellent, 149-page section about pedagogy
and teaching strategies. Our university biologists should
read it. Although all of' them come to the university with a
research specialty, few of then! come prepared to deal with
the f irst-year biology course. Reading Prentice-Hall's book
would give direction to their teaching and would forge a link
between secondary-school biology and college biology.

Prentn4c-I lull Biology 1987 is a good tnt. There is
balance among its ten units, and the essential material is



covered. The illustrations are thoughtful, and the material at
the end of each chapter is helpful. A high school would do
well to hire a person to set up the experiments that the book
suggests, and to develop the research pmjects. The class-
mom teacher will have difficulty in finding time for this.

The book offers more material than can be presented (or
learned) in one school-r.ar, and teachers will have to
choose. in accordance with their own training and goals.
which topics to omit. While the organization of the material
is impressive, we must recall that students cannot grasp that
organization. It can be appreciated only by people who have
studied and taught biology for a long time. I wish that the
writers had sacrificed some topics so that they could have
given more space to helping students toward an understand-
ing of science. Their hook presents interesting information
in an interesting way. and it reaches out to students, but it
does not answer t wo fundamental questions: Where does all

this biological inlarmation come from? And why should we
accept it! Sometime. 'n some course, we must tell students
that science has brought a profound change in our picture of
the world and has produced a perception of a mechanical
universe, for science attempts to explain the universe in
terms of natural laws. It proceeds by challenging its own
theories and by correcting its own mistakes, and in this way
it continually draws closer to explanations that work.

Students must get a sense of how some of our most
important scientific ideas have developed. Examples might
include the idea of the circulation of the blood. from the
speculations ofGalen to the experiments of Harvey; the idea
of the gene, from Mendel's observations through our current
knowledge of ON A; and the idea of the cell, from the time
of Hooke through the time of the electron microscope.
Prentice-Hall's book. however, does not tell the history of
any of these concepts or of many others that are availahle.

(1 hapter 9, "Heredity. includes a presentation of the
....._ operon model of gene function. It is not needed and

cannot he appreciated by students. The writers might better
have used the example of hemoglohin F and hemoglobin A
to teach thil genes are turned on and off, and that different
tissues use different genes to make diffCrent proteins. The
phenotype of an organism depends not only on structural
genes but also on the regulatory genes that determine when .

during development. the structural genes will act. We need
more emphasis on what genes do. less emphasis on how
genes are transmitted. It is time to replace Menders dihybrid
cross !...'ith material about topics such as the genetic load on
humtm populations, die genetics of behavior. and the role
and value of genetic counseling.

Chapter I O. "Genes and Chromosomes.- would he better
if it helped students to understand the biochemical bases of
metabolic diseases. If I were teaching from this chapter. I
would supplement it with a chart showing the biochemical
defects involved in, ,.ay, ten such diseases. would also
present a fuller explanation of phcnylketonuria and of the
screening of infants for signs of that disease, so that I could
show some social implications of genetics,

C'hapter I 2. "Variation Through Time." is about organic

evolution. It fails to separate the evidence showing that
evolution has occurred from the evidence of how evolution
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has occurred. Clear xparation is necessary, however, if we
are to avoid misleading students into imagining that there
is some scientific disagreement over whether evolution is a
historical reality. No such disagreement exists. Just as we
know that a chick develops from an egg. we know that
evolution goes on; but just as we still have much to learn
about the mechanisms of development. we have much to
learn about the mechanisms of evolution.

It is time for textbook-writers and teachers to marshal
some additional examples supporting the concept of evolu-
tion. I would suggest the kidneys of vertebrate! . the ear
bones and jaw bones of reptiles and mammals. the vestigial
appendages of whales and pythons, !he experiments in

hich bird tissues have produced teeth, and a good example

of biochemical evolution (such as hemoglobin).
And it is time to get rid of Lamarck, the inheritance of

acquired characteristics, and those stories about giraffes!
Lamarck's notions, discredited long ago by Mendelian ge-
netics, have been discarded by science. There is no need to
burden students with them.

Scientific ideas often are involved in controversies not

, only controversies among scientists but also controver-
sies between scientists and representatives of other enter-
prises. Organic evolution is one such idea. Teachers may
think that they are simply teaching about an aspect of
biology, but some students may think that they are hearing
about an alien religion. We must make clear to students that
biological evolution is merely one of many concepts that,
from time to time, have provoked religionists of one sort or
another. We must tell students t hat some devotees of biblical

religion have also rejected the idea that Earth is spherical
rather than flat. the idea that Earth revolves around the sun,
the idea that Earth is billions of years old, the idea that fossils

are the remains of ancient organisms, and so on. Students
must grasp how science differs from. and interacts with,
other undertakings. Teachers of science must he prerared to
teach about controversy and even 11.hin controversy. If they
are unwilling to accept this challenge, they can seek easier
employment as teachers of, say. the multiplication tables.

Prentice-Hall's presentation of taxonomy. in chapter 3.
happily is not overburdened with scientific name!., but it
lacks any example showing how and why classification
changes. Students must understand how taxonomists seek
classifications that reflect evolutionary relationships and
common ancestry. This fundamental principle, however. is
absent from the book.

Finally: Students cannot understand pedigree analysis,
genetic diversity, population genetics or genetic counseling
Miley do not know something about probability. There is no
need to pamper them but much need to teach them. Proba-
bility theory provides insights into biology and shows stu-
dents how biology and mathematics are related parts of their
h.mrning experience. As Darwin said. "those people w ho
understand mathematics have an extra sense.-

AlliOld Clark l.V U pl4e.v101' of biology, emeritus, from the
' niversity olDelaware. l le no W thWA Writing (11 the Marine

Bioloszical 1 alwratory 10 t.0(01.1 Hole, Mil.S.vaillic\eth, and

WO110 With ACIellCe leadler.1 at Eal111011th High Chool.



Out of Step with Science
by Joseph a Novak

I have a strong bias against the approach taken by most
1 high-sehool biology books, whidi strive for superficial
coverage of almost all of th f:. traditional topics. Inevitably,
the fundamental ideas necessary to an understanding of
living systems are buried in an avalanche of detail. This
problem is evident in Prentice-Hall Biology I 97, right
from the outset. On page 32, tOrexample, the writers present

thecharacteristics of living things, hut their treatment is brief
and shallow. There is little discussion of the uniqueness of
living systems or of the extraordinary mechanisms that
enable them to capture energy and to use it for growth and
reproduction. A student could go through unit after unit of
this book, learning new vocabulary and then forgetting
much of it, without acquiring any fundamental knowledge of
how organisms work or of how the structures and functions
of organisms complement each other.

Most biology texts offer a highly misleading view of
science and of scientific inquiry, and this too can be seen in
Prentice-Hall's product. The writers describe science in
terms of the standard six steps of the scientific method, one
of which is experimentation. They thus imply that all
scientific knowledge springs from experiments. although
this clearly is not true in sonic large domains of biology, such

as systematics and ecology. They say nothing about the
creativity involved in the designing of scientific inquiries.
nor do they tell how the conceptual framework employed in
an inquiry affects the kind of results that the inquiry yields.

in sonic later parts of the buok. the writers sporadically
mention scientific disagreements about theoretical issues.
but they imply that someday we surely shall know The Real
Answers. in this way they convey a positivistic view of
science and of knowledge. suggesting that there must be
correct answers in all cases and that a student's task is to
memorize those answers. They almost totally ignore the
important roles that human emotions and values play in both
the selecting and the answering of research questions. This
positivistic image leads to much misunderstanding of sci-
ence by the public. Because biology is the most popular of
high-school science courses, and often the last science
course that a student takes, it is unfortunate that biology texts

present such an erroneous picture of the nature of science.

) rentice-Hall's unit on cells introduces much chemistry
but offers little explanation of how principles of chem-

istry operate in biological processes. The unit about genetics
and evolution promotes misconceptions. The writers deal
only briefly with probability, and they repeotedly make mis-
leading statements suggesting that phenotypic ratios are
constant and precise. A caption on page 161. for example.
says: "In a dihybrid cross, the phenotype ratio is always

1." Nowhere do the writers explain that the ratios seen

in real experiments merely approximate the theoretical ra-
tios, and that the approximations may be poor unless the
samples are very large. Students may glimpse this fact if
they do the exercises in the textbook and the laboratory
manual, but the writers make a serious mistake by failing to
provide an explicit discussion of probability distributions.
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The material about evolution conies so early t!iat, in prin-
ciple, the writers might have used it as the foundation for
later units. They have not done so. In their four-unit survey
of organisms, for example. they place major emphasis on
classification and on the names of structures associated with
various organisms. They give little addition to the principle
of homology or to the evolution of structures, except in a
reasom.bly good section called "The History of Birds."

Nowhere in the book is there any substantial discussion
of evolutionary processes or phylogenetic principles.

Because the unit on ?.cology comes last, many one-year
courses .will never reach it, and many students will never
learn aticiut aspects of biology that are especially relevant to
their daily lives. Moreover, the decision to reserve ecology
until the final unit meant that the role of the environment in
shaping evolution could not serve as a major theme in the
book as a whole. This presumably is a reason why the survey

of organisms focuses on aii'atomical struct ures per se, rather
than on the interplay between structures and surroundings.
Biologists say that "ecology is evolution happening," but the
student who uses Prentice-I Ian's book will not perceive the
important principles that this slogan summarizes.

A useful feature of the book is its collection of one-page
items called "Issues in Biology." These might stimulate
discussion and library work that could breathe life into the
book's static presentation of detail. A skillful teacher could
even use them for breaking away from the book's positivism
and for showing how knowledge grows and changes as new
questions are asked. A recognition of how our knowledge
evolves will serve students for a lifetime, helping them to
Understand both the promise and the linntations of sctence.

The end-of-chapter materials show heavy emphasis on
vocabulary. For most students, this will mean memoriiing
definitions without understanding the relevant concepts.

All in all, Prentice-I lall's book is a reasonably adequate.
traditional text for a course that wPt rade depth for breadth,
will present concepts and principles only superficially. and
will present biology as hundreds of words to be memorited.
If any teachers try to cover all 48 chapters, they rarely will
be able to conduct any deep discussion of any idea that the
book mentions. Demands imposed by state examinations
and miter external influences may lead some teachers to
accept this course of action. but teachers should recognize
that it is widely out of step with our current understanding of
learning processes. with our current view of the nature of
science, and with our need to help the public to understand
science. Students deserve textbooks that are excellent.
Prentice-Hall's book falls far short of the mark,

Joseph Novak is a prolessor of science educalion and No-
logaal Aciences at Conwll I 'airersily (Ithaca, New York).
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Not Much, Probably Not, and No
hy David L. Edwards

While I examined Scott, Foreman LP Science 1987,

I asked myself what my I 3-year-old daughter would
learn if her school used this book as an introduction to the
study of living things. My answer is: Not much. I also asked
myself whether she would become excited about biology.
Would she sense the intellectual satisfaction that it offers, or
the great practical rewards that it can provide to her and to
society as a whole? My answer is: Probably not.

I doubt that many 13-year-olds will be excited by such
mind-numbing phrases as "Life science can make your life
more interesting." Scott, Foresman's writers offer that one
on page 7, in a passage called "Applying Life Science to
Your Life." They tell that "life scientists" have learned of
"tiny organicius" and so have made possible the combatting
of some diseases something known t 0 every young person
who has a television set. They say that knowing about or-
ganisms can be handy when one takes a walk in the forest.
Finally, they say that the study of life science can lead to
rewarding careers. They support that last point with a single
example that is eccentric: A detective works in a laboraiory
and "needs to know a lot about life science" so that she can
use blood samples and hairs for identifying people.

Material like that may convince a few 13-year-olds that
life science can make their lives interesting. but it will not
convince many. It surely will not convey where the study of
living things stands today, or the excitement that suffuses so

many branches of biology.
Scott. Foresman's book is to use a favorite word

among middle-school students boring. This is the most
disturbing thing about it. I certainly' am troubled by its many

misstatements and its muddiness, but I am troubled even
more by its dullness. The biological sciences have entered
into a new golden age: On every side. the frontiers of our
knowledge are expanding rapidly. A major task for any
introductory text is to furnish its readers with a sense of
excitement about what is happening, but all of that is missing
from this book. The writers seem to have adopted a defen-
sive posture. trying to produce something that will not
offend anyone, of any persuasion. They nearly have suc-
ceeded. I do not think that the book will offend anyone hut
those who expect that students actually will learn something.

Chapter I begins with a muddy. confusing attempt to
describe living things and to differentiate them from non-
living ones. The writers spend a page and a half in mention-
ing various objects. from clouds and airplanes to blueberry
bushes and hummingbirds. but nowhere do they give a plain
statement of the point that (I think) they are trying to make:
Living things exhibit growth. response to environment.
energy-consumption, and reproduction; non-living things
may show some of those properties but not all of them.

Along with poor writing. chapter I introduces the use of
amateurish artwork in places that demand respectable draw-
ings or photographs. Sketches and cartoons can have legiti-
mate roles in science books, but Scott, Foresman uses them
in gross excess and conveys the message "This is comic-
book stuff, and it need not he taken seriously." My favorite
example, among many, is the colored sketch on page 202:

The Unicorn Squad Scott, Foresman 's life-science
book is sold for use in middle schools. It apparently has
been written hy people who think that the unicorn is a real
animal. who think that Greek and Latin are the same thing,
who think that a species has "permanent characteristics."
who do not know what science seeks to do, and who see no
importance in things such as AIDS or genetic engineering.

Our reviewers tell more about the work of this squad.
and (ihiselin offers his opinion that the adoption of Scoff

Foresman Sciewe 1987 by a publie-education agency
could be challenged on constitutional grounds. All that we
shall do here is to list the unicorn squad's members the

"authors" shown on the title page of Scott. Foresman book:

LeVon Balzer ("Dean of Arts and Sciences, Seattle Pacif-
ic University"). Phyllis I,. Goodson ("Biology Teacher
and Vice Coordinator" at the Percy Julian High School in
('hicago). Irwin 1. Slesniek ("Professor of Biology. West-
ern Washington University"). Lois Lauer (a "Former Sci-
ence Teacher" in Darien, Illinois), Ann Collins (a "Former
Life Science Teacher" in ('ambridge. Massachusetts), and
Gretchen M. Alexander ("Program ('oordinator. Museum
of Science and Industry, Chicago. Illinois").

Those people wrote the book. says the title page.

1

William I.. Mayer. Editor-in-Chief
Editor



"Frog in hibernation," The sketch is shoddy, and what it
shows is silly. Mr. Frog, with mouth open, crouches in soil
near a partly frozen pond. He is very close to the soil's
surface, and he is doomed: Even if nobody steps on him, he
soon will freeze solid.

Starting on page 10, the writers do a fourf ..ragraph
routine about "the scientific method." It falls far short of the
mark and cannot provide any student with an idea of what
science is about. The writers drop words like hypothesis and
data, but they cite no actual example of scientific work.
Instead, they offer an implausible fable in which sonic
students investigate the "conditioning" effect of jogging.
The worst aspect of the passage, however, is that it fails to tell

that after scientists hypothesize and experiment, they estab-

lish facts about nature. They establish that, yes. Earth does
move around the sun; and yes. yellow fever is spread by
mosquitoes; and yes, DNA is the genetic material. Scott.
Foresman's writers apparently do not know that the goal of
science is to explain the natural world, and they apparently
do not know (or. at least. do not want to tell) that science
continually grows by building on itself. Newly discovered
facts are used for generating new hypotheses and planning
new experiments, which in turn yield more facts; and so on.
Real science is a living enterprise, but Scott, Foresman's
notion of science is a dead end.

On page 24 the writers start a description of cell structure.

and page 25 has a colored sketch in which various parts of a
cell are labeled: nucleus. nuclear membrane, cytoplasm,
ribosome, etc. This will mean little to students, because the
writers have not prepared them to understand it. It will he
hard for students to appreciate a ribosome, for example,
because they have not yet seen anything about proteins. And

the writers only make things worse when, in the nearby text.
they try to circumvent proteins by using the inane term
builthng blocks: "The actual building blocks of the cell arc
made on the surfaces of these very tiny structures I ribo-
somesl." Proteins appear for the first time on page 3 I where

they get two sentences and are described only as "large
molecules." The writers do not tell that these are the items
that were "building blocks" on page 25. To make things still
worse, they never again refer to ribosomes.

The writers seem to be preoccupied with rLeiting terms in
some mysterious order. rather than in conveying and relating
concepts. When I think of students burdened with Scott.
Foresman's product. I see them struggling mightily to
memorize a bunch of hig words that generally are incompre-

hensible to them,

he central portion of the hook provides a pedestrian
look at various forms of life, and the final portion deals

chiefly with human physiology. In the latter context, the
writers appropriately give sonic attention to drugs and drug-
abuse, hut their effort is unsatisfalory. I see the street names
of various drugs (such as speed for methedrine ), but nowhere

do I see the words addict and addiction or any serious effort
to describe the consequences ot abuse. I lere is the entire
passage about heroin: "The illegal drug heroin. nicknamed
'smack' or 'horse.' is not even used medically in the United
States. People who become physically dependent on heroin
may take six months to withdraw from it." Do the w ritcrs
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really not know what heroin does to people'? Do they really
think that escape from heroin addiction is common, and that
it is noteworthy only because it may take a few months'?

The editors ofI3ookwatch have asked ine whether Scott,
Foresman's book is current . My answer is: No. Where is
genetic engineering'? Where is AIDS? Where is embryo-
transplantation? Where, for that matter, is the drug called
"crack"? All those subjects were prominent in news reports
long before the book was produced, and ali are prominent
today, but the book ignores them entirely.

I recently saw an article about a couple who had shunned
public education for their three sons and had educated them
at home. (The article told that the youngest boy had been
accepted at Harvard, where he would join his two brothers.)
After reading Se011, Foresman LUC' Science 1987 , I have a
better idea of why that couple did what they did. +

David 1.. Edwards, a nuilecular biologist, is leadin,q the
formation of a new proteinbiotechnology COMpally iii San
Diego, CalifOrnia.

What Is Missing Is Science
by Hans 0. Andersen

L.Scott,
Foresmna's hook has roughly the same content that

we find in other life-science books. We find the same
content, too, in most of the standard and advanced biology
texts used in high schools, and even in the freshman-biology
texts used in colleges. At each successive level, the writers
add more vocabulary, the books hecome heavier, the prices
hecome higher. but the essential product stays the same. The
books burden their readers with a plethora of jargon that
obscures any science that may stray onto their pages.

One explanation for this is that niany teachers have tried
to use textbooks that emphasized problem-solving. but they
have met with failure. Students did not want to think; they
wanted to memorize, for they had learned that memorizing
was the key to success in school. The teachers therefore
inferred, wrongly, that students were unable to think. They
returned to texts that emphasized facts and vocabulary, and
they resumed welling science as a foreign language.

It is not surprising, then, that Scott. Foresman 's hook
emphasizes memorization, occasionally asks for some
comprehension, but does not explicate the problem-solving
nature of science. If the hook were significantly different
from any of the others, it probably could not he sold. A
national curriculum has been established, in effect, by the
textbook companies, through a process that can he easily
understood. Assume for a moment that you want to produce
a textbook. Your first question must be: What will textbook
committees buy'? A conservative, safe prediction is that they
will buy a book very similar to the one that they already arc
using, so you now ask: What is the best-selling textbook
today'? Then you simply copy the best-seller, adding a few
gimmicks that may make it more salable.

Each chapter in Scott. Foresman's hook begins with an
organizing iniragniph, then a list of chapter objectives that
tell what the student is expected to do after reading the
chapter. The verbs used in stating the objectives tell much



about the hook's pedagogic stance. Here is a table showing
all the verbs, and the frequency with which each verb occurs,

in the objectives of the odd-numbered chapters:

Chapter 1 3 5 7 9 I I 13 15 17 19 21 23 total

explain 2 I 2 I I I I I 10

describe 1 2 1 I 1 2 2 1 12

list 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 I 10

COMMIT(' 1 1

!MCC 1 I I 3

idennfy I I I 3

define I I
1-

sag,qe.,t I I
1-

'Trite I I
1
...

contrast I I

Of 46 items, then, 32 call for explaining or describing or
listing. The verbs compare and ermtrast the only ones that
remotely suggest performance requiring more than a mini-
mal grasp of what the student has seen each occur only
once. Data like these may help to explain the observation
that Willard Jacobson and Rodney Doran made when they
wrote about "What Our Ninth-Graders Think" (in The Sci-
ence Teacher for May I 9861, "Many of our students." they
said, "are just plain bored."

After its list of objectives, each chapter in the book offers
a number of short sequences that obey a simple formula:
questions-rhetoric-questions. A sequence opens with a list
of questions that :he student should he able to answer after
reading the next passage of rhetoric: then comes the rhetoric,

bearing the answers to the questions: then comes another list

in which the opening questions are repeated in slightly
altered form. Forexample: "Where do seeds and fruits come
from" (page 136) becomes "What parts of a flower develop
into a seed and a fruit?" (page 137). Most middle-school
students will soon discern this pattern and will take to
ignoring the first list or the second list or both, to avoid the
sequence's obvious redundancy.

What is missing from the hook is science. Science is an
effort to formulate and answer questions, and a scientific
endeavor often begins with a hypothesis a question that
can he answered by yes or no. Good hypotheses frequently

arise from lesser ones, through the efforts of scientists who
are practicing, among other things, the skill of asking ques-
tions. Students too must acquire that skill, and they must he
encouraged to practice the formulating of questions that can

he answered through research. A textbook should create
opportunities for such practice, hut in this book all the
questions have already been chosen, cut and dried.

In typical cases, one or two question-rhetoric-question
sequences are followed by an activity. Many ot the activities
are common in high-school courses and are indeed activi-
ties, rather than investigations involving the manipulating of
variables. I can describe then ny using the scale that Estelle
Tafoya and her colleagues suggested in "Assessing the
Inquiry Potential," in the January I 98() issue of School
Science and Mathematics. Most are of the "confirmation"
type: A concept is presented, and the student does an
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exercise that confirms it. A few activities involve "%true-
t ured inquiry": A problem is presented to which the student
does not know the answer, and the student then performs a
prescribed routine and draws conclusions. None of the
activities involves "guided inquiry" (in which a problem is
stated but no routine for solving it is prescribed) or "open
inquiry" (in which the student formulates the problem itself,
as well as a way of attacking it). On the positive side, Scott,
Foresman's activities are clearly written and generally
demand only modest equ:pment. Students will find many of
them enjoyable. Moreover, a creative teacher can upprade
some 01 them, at least to the level of guided inquiry. The
teacher needs only to dissuade students from reading the
activity before it is considered in class, so that the planning
of the activity can become an exercise in guided inquiry,
rather than mere confirmation or structured inquiry.

Each of Scott, Foresman's chapters ends with a summary,

an "Interesting Reading" list. some questions, some "Extra
Research" suggestions, and a test. Most of these, with the
possible exception of some "Interesting Reading" items, are
pedestrian and look like busy-work. After examining sev-
eral of the chapter tests, I stopped trying to find anything
intellectually challenging. Students can think, but they must
he invited to do so. Scott, Foresman's program invites them
simply to memoriie. I cannot recommend it. *

Hans 0. Andersen is a projess(n. of science educathm at
Indiana University (Bloomington, Indiana).

The Cloven Hoofprints of Creationism
by Michael T. Ghiselin

.1
n page 6 of the teacher's edition of Scott Eoresman's
hook, we find an odd note: '13io' means 'life' and

ology means 'the study of' in Latin. You may wish to
introduce students to Latin as the basis for life science terms.

Explain that Latin was the language of educated people
throughout Europe at the time of the Renaissance."

Teachers should ignore that note, especially because
some students may be interested in languages. Biology does
not conic from Latin at all. It comes front Greek, as every
dictionary tells. Are Scott, kiresman's writers really igno-
rant of this? Do they imagine that Greek and Latin are the
sante thing? Or are they simply "dumhing down" their
hook? This last scents to he a real possibility. given the way
in which texthook-writers work nowadays.

In Scott. Foresman's book, that foolish note about Latin
is right at home -- not only because it is wrong, hut also
because it avoids facts that any competent writer would
include in any attempt to "introduce students to Latin." The
Latin language is no longer taught or used as widely as it
once was, but its descendants are widespread and conspicu-
ous. They include Italian, Rumanian, French, Spanish and
all the dialects of each. They are diverse, hut they all arose
from a common ancestor. They all evolved.

Information like that would be out of place in Scott.
Eoresman's book because one of the hook's goals is to keep
evolution a secret. The writers' task. I infer, was to make
something that could be sold as "life science" but would

t



ignore the evolutionary thinking that pervades legitimate
life science in its every aspect. Their mission, it seems, wits
to make "science" conform to fundamentalist religion and
the fundamertalist political movement called creationism.

If people want to proselytize, they should do it in a
straightforward and honest way. I believe that if Scott.
Foresman Life Science 1987 were adopted by a public-
education agency, then defenders of civil liberties could
argue credibly that the adoption violated the constitutional
stricture against the establishment of religion by govern-
ment. I shall focus on a few of the many points that might
be used in building such a case, and I shall begin with a par-
ticularly flagrant feature that affects much of the book: the
misleading depiction of biological classification.

1
iologists use a classification system that is historical.

) They group organisms according to evidence of com-
mon ancestry. much as linguists group languages. (Remem-
ber Latin and its descendants?) The objective of biological
classification is to reconstruct biological history and to
delineate a genealogical tree, or pedigree, of life on Earth.

Scott, Foresman's writers, however, lead students to
think that classification has no guiding objective and that it
is done by arbitrarily picking some way of counting simi-
larities. They open their chapter on classification with a
misleading fantasy about dividing an assemblage of hats:
"How would you do it'? Would you sort the older hats from
the more modern hats? Might you try grouping the hats that
are similar in color, material. or shape? Would you separate
the hats you like from the hats you dislike'?"

This sets the student up tor the misleading claim (on page
64) that the "one main process for classification" merely
"groups organisms by their similar structure, behavior. food
needs, and chemical make-up," The writers even mislead
the teacher: On page T22. they suggest a "demonstration"
involving the sorting of buttons. What a fine way to lead
both teacher and students into thinking of classification
without its historical context!

Can it be that the writers really think that taxonomy is a
matter of capriciously picking any system that you like, as
in the fantasy about hats? No. it cannot be. for they have
betrayed themselves in a note to the 1,!acher, on page 64: "In
the past. nutny organisms have been misclassified. Some of
the more notorious mistakes arc the penguin, unicorn. rhi-
noceros, okapi. deep-sea crab ...." Never mind that these
worthies think that the mythical unicorn is a real organism.
Notice that word "misclassified." If classification were the
arbitrary business that the writers present hi their text. 110
orgainsm could be isclassified." With no fixed principles
or goal. any classification would be as right as any other.

Having distributed hats and buttons. the writers now
present an eiglu-chapter survey of various groups of organ-
isms. They do this in proper eighteenth-century style. as if
all living things form a single series culminating in an adult
male human. Their text is m kleading in many ways.
Reptiles, for example, are treated in chapter 1 I ("('old-
Blooded Vertebrates"), while birds and manunals are com-
bined in chapter 12 ("Warn-Blooded Vertebrates"). This
obscures the relationships among the three groups, and the
effect is amplified by the omission of important inform-

tion. The writers casually say that "most reptiles" have
hearts showing incomplete separation into four chambers;
students must infer that the exceptions are insignificant. In
fact, the exceptions are the crocodiliam, and their entirely
partitioned hearts give signal evidence of their close evolu-
tionary relationship to the birds.

For a superb example of the writers' corrupting science
and logic, evidently for the sake of sectarian religion, look at
page 89 and its account of the archaebacteria: "Some scien-
tists think Ithati these bacteria are just the type of organisms
that might have swvived the harsh conditions on earth. For
this reason, they suggest naming the organisms
Archaebacteria,which means 'first bacteria.' That makes
no sense. Archaebacteria exist now, so they clearly /WIT
survived not "might have survived" the conditions on
Earth, And more than "some" scientists grasp this. The
passage makes no sense because. something is missing;
something has been left out; something like "3 1/2 billion
years ago, when the first organisms were evolving."

The writers finally acknowledge evolution in chapter 21,
fatuously titled "Change Over the Years." Their material is
incompetent and severely misleading. One of the most
curious passages comes when they acknowledge that evolu-
tion involves not only "change" but common ancestry. We
read: "Body parts of different species that have similar
structures which developed in similar ways even though
they do different work are called homologous Many sci-
entists think that organisms having homologous body parts
might have inherited these traits from common ancestors."

That is false. In modem comparative anatomy, homolo-
gous parts are hy definition those that have a common
ancestry. This is a canon of biology. not Just something that
"many scientists think."

ome of Scott. Foresman's passages defy analysis he-
cause we cannot discern whether they signify creation-

ism or a less formal brand of ignorance.. The passage about
homology is one of these. Another is the glossary's defini-
tion of species: "a group of related animals or plants that
have permanent characteristics in common." Nonsense. A
species luts no permanent chuacteristics. In principle, it can
evolve indefinitely and can diversify into descendant groups
that may even include new genera, new families. and so
forth. To deny that a species can evolve is like denying that
a language can diversify into new forms. Scott. Foresman's
definition may he just a clumsy mistake. hut it looks like
another cloven hoofprint of creationism.
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The Good, The Bad, and The Unacceptable
Heath's Earth Science is the first non-biological textbook
that has been the focus of this journal, and it has been
given mixed reviews by the two scientists and one
science educator who examined it. Reviewers identified
good or bad parts of the text, but all pointed to unaccept-
able errors of fact and to alarming omissions of content.
Two of the major problems cited were the absence of
a discussion of evolution as it relates to earth science,

and the lack of descriptions showing science as an active
process.

While this is an "earth" science text, the reviewers felt
that to be a contemporary teaching tool, a book must
include more than information about rocks and minerals.
It must incorporate those major concepts from other dis-
ciplines which demonstrate the complementarity of pro-
cesses that have shaped the world as we know it. The

mention of fossils found in tilIceessive subterranean lay-
ers without fully explaining their relationship to biologi-
cal evolution presents a static and narrow image of
dynamic forces and changes on Earth.

While this is an earth "science" text, reviewers noted
that science is not portrayed as an ongoing process which
results in the development of new ideas and changes in
old ones. The text is laden with facts about earth science,
but it lacks the relationship between these facts and the
methodology of science that produced them. Scientists
build on knowledge that has been obtained by others, and
learners learn new information building on what they
already know. However, one reviewer felt that the text
did not explain how scientists obtain knowledge, nor did
it aid learners by linking facts to concepts.

The reviewers have reached different conclusions
about the overall quality of the same text. Does this mean
that the reviews are contradictory? Not in the least. The
reviewers noted similar problems, but came to different
conclusions based on their personal knowledge and
observations of the text material. Textbook choosem need
to make intelligent decisions for themselves based on
accurate information. The reviewers of Heath's Earth
Science have, while evaluating the text, provided this
basic information. This is one of the goals ot Bookwatch
Reviews,

Gordon lino, Editor
William t: May, Editor-in-Chicf

Honesty Vtlithnot Fear
by Christopher Palmer

This review cm Eclair Science is presented with the
i following guiding questions are basic geologic

concepts given to die students to help them understand
their world, to help them understand science, and to help
them deal with urbai. environmental problems? The dis-
mal lack of understanding of scientific concepts and facts
results in an uninformed public, which is disastrous for
the discussion and solution of public issues. A good text
can help to produce informed citizens who are able to
deal with such concerns.

Overall, I found Earth Science to be contemporary and
to contain most current trends in geology, however, the
text does contain numerous mistakes. For instance, there
is a glaring error in the "Science Background" materials
for teachers that give inaccurate numbers for both thick-
ness of sediments and length of time sediments have been

deposited at the gulf of the Mississippi. Also, the book
holds back students should be challenged with more
concepts rather than endless sequences of facts. The glos-

sary seems complete, but oversimplistie. For example.
geologic eras are not time-defined, and fossils are not
defined as evidence of past life.

Text discussions of the universe, solar system and the
Earth are complete in a descriptive sense (e.g. number of
planets), however, the Big Bang Theory and star-forming
processes should be presented in much greater detail,
with more updated information from recent deep-space
probes. The chapters on weather, climate, fresh water and
oceanography are interesting, with examples of weather
processes, observation, and measurement emphasized.
These chapters are a good introduction to the more pure
earth science part of the text that follows.

The text dealing with minerals and rocks is very good,
presenting crystallographic systems, atomic structure and
physical identification of minerals. Encouraging students
to start rock and mineral collections is great it started

me on a career in geology! This section is current in
terms of crustal and planet core structure with good notes
for teaching examples. Plate tectonics are discussed but
the relationship of earthquakes to rifting and other geo-
logical processes should be more forcefully presented. In
my opinion, the Theory of Plate Thetonics is the greatest
advance in earth science this century, and it should he



completely discussed. The New Madrid earthquake of
1812 is cited under the section that questions the plate tec-
tonic model. Recent USGS data indicate that this may
be a failed rift center, which supports plate tectonics.
While some aspects of the theory are debated, it is uni-
versally accepted by geologists, and this agreement
should be emphasized.

The Rock Record and Geologic Time discussions are
uneven and, while factually correct, unenlightening and
oversimplified. Index fossils are discussed, but the world-
wide occurrence and rapid extinction which make them
index fossils are not mentioned. The sandstone-shale-
limestone deposition model is out-of-date, derived from
regional stratigraphic formation mapping and correlation
done decades ago. Limestones don't occur in "deep"
oceanic environments but are shelf deposits. Turbidite
currents may deposit limestone breccia at depth, hut
marine limestones are shallow water deposits. Many
other depositional models exist :Ind could be presented. If
the text goes to the trouble of presenting basic strati-
graphic ideas, then it should use current models and
exampies. The text states that geologists "believe" sedi-
mentary rock layers were deposited in horizontal layers

well, this is a fact, and it must be stated as such.
The fossil section is presented in vague and slanted

discussions. Demonstrations and diagrams briefly men-
tion fossils as once- wing organisms, and that fossils are
used for correlation of strata and relative dating. Radio-
metric dating is emphasized, which is okay, but historical
geologic discussions are non-existent. These chapters are
the low point of the text. Most unfortunately, biological
evolution, as related to geological time, is not discussed
once in the text, and only once in the teacher materials.
Invertebrates and their use in "dating" stratigraphic
sequences are used daily by oil companies to tind and
collect oiL This relative dating is as important as radio-
metric dating perhaps more so because all rocks can't
be radio-dated. Various causes for extinction of animals
are presented to the teacher only, not to the students, and
these include the questionable hypothesis that "mammals
ate dinosaur eggs, so dinosaurs died out." The biggest
problem is that the evolution of life from invertebrates to
vertebrates is not mentioned, nor are other evolutionary
events such as the evolution of major groups of plants.
Stratigraphy and paleontology should be discussed
together because they are complementary.

The final chapters on the resources of the Earth and its
environment are well done. In these, earth science is
applied to the daily life ot' the student. The energy and
resource chapters are informative and balanced in dis-
cussing energy source extraction and use. A "choices"
approach for pollution and resource use is very good
because it encourages student thought about pollution
problems which they will face. Often, a pubhc that is
ignorant of science is not equipped to deal with problems
such as hazardous wiste disposal or the sudden loss of
;:lean drinking water, problems that demand public
review of innovative scientific soluhons. The authors
have made a good effort to show sc;Nice as it apphes to
the life of the average citizen.

My overall impression of this book is a positive one.
I think the text conveys nmst of the geological facts
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clearly, although they should be related in a better way
to the major geological concepts. The presentation of
material is made lively so students will stay interested,
and I feel this book presents good discussions given the
intended audience age does not exceed 13 or 14 years.

Text errors and misstatements are unforgivable, how-
ever, and much correction must be done prior to teaching
with this book. The most important function of a text,
especially a science text, is to educate truthfully and com-
pletely. Knowledge needed to understand and solve geo-
logical and environmental problems must be current,
correct, and revised endlessly, and I think that while the
book labors, it gets its message across. It is, however,
unfortunate that major concepts such as evolution are
missing. The motto of William Thompson, a famous
Scottish professor later known as Kelvin, seems most
appropriate here: "Honesty without fear." It would be
nice to have textbooks tell the truth without worrying if
the information is "inflammatory."

Christopher Palmer is a professional geologist who
works (m groundwater problems with an environmental
consulfing firm in Fretnont, California.

Missing Links
by Richard Duschl

There are no procedures in science more important
than those that generate and evaluate new knowl-

edge. Judged by the first chapter, the author of Earth
Science would seem to agree. But, the text oversimplifies
the complexity of the processes it chooses to discuss.
Consequently, there is a misrepret:entation of the charac-
ter of evidence and the processes of science employed
in knowledge generation and evaluation in the earth
sciences.

As stated in the text, "Solving a puzzle is like using
the scientific process. You study the pieces, analyze how
they may fit together, and try possible arrangements until
the puzzle is done." But a piece of the puzzle is missing
for Heath. Observations are not devoid of theoretical
influence. All observations are determined by a set of
standards based on what is already known. This same
position is also held for learners, namely, all learning is
based on existing knowledge. Thus, I am disappointed
with the presentation of the scientific process found
in Chapter I. It is so simplistic that it is in reality a very
empty presentation and a shallow consideration of scien-
tific inquiry. Today, more than in the past, students need
to be introduced to the nature of scientific evidence. It
is incorrect to assume students openly accent the knowl-
edge of science at face value. Proposals that continents
move, that crystak are nuide of atoms, that glaciers miles
thick covered much of the Earth, and that the Earth is 4.5
billion years old are powerful claims to nuike to children.
What is the evidence t'or these statements? What is the
argument pattern employed that compds us to believe
that each of these claims is indeed true? To merely state
that it is true or to present the textbook as an ultimate
source of authority in science is to miss devdoping
a very important element of science education. That
element is the need to devekip in children the ability to



assess the degree of legitimate doubt in the knowledge
claims made in science.

In many states, the earth science course represents one
of the last two courses students will ever take in science.
This fact places an added burden of responsibility for the
course to be something other than a course for future
earth scientists. A theme for the entire book should be an
accurate and relevant depiction of science inquiry. Let's
not pretend that science is always correct. Yes, science
is self-correcting, but this can take time and effort. By
presenting science with an authoritative perspective,
we are doing a disservice to learners. Establishing among
learners that change in scientific knowledge is a natural
and, in the long term, a rational process is the more dif-
ficult challenge we face as science teachers. Thus, learn-
ing how to think like an earth scientist should take a
back seat to understanding how the larger community of
scientists goes about its collective enterprise of seeking
explanations about various aspects of the Earth.

Earth Science asserts that thinking like an earth scien-
tist involves observing, Much information contained in
the text is derived from observational techniques quite
remote from the use of our senses (e.g magnetic rever-
sals on the ocean floor, and age of rocks using radiomet-
ric dating methods). But how do we observe these
phenomena? The inclusion of a paragraph on how instru-
ments can be used to extend our senses just doesn't cut it,
because in the study of magnetic reversals or ages of
rocks it is not until the data are spewed out by a computer
that the human senses are used.

It is difficult to criticize the choice of what has been
included in the textbook it represents mainstream
thinking about the general knowledge associated with the
amalgamation of disciplines that come under the heading
of the "earth sciences," However, Earth Science does not
fulfill its claim to "explain concepts fully" and to
"show(ing) links between ideas," In order to fulfill these
claims, a perspective of learning is required that consid-
ers much more than merely grouping facts, laws, princi-
ples, and theories into sections, chapters and parts. In
Unit One -- The Universe the sequence of instruction
begins with concepts about Outer Space and moves clos-
er to the Earth. Such a sequence begs the question of why
anyone would presume that this fomiat would facilitate
meaningful learning. The logic of the sequence may
be useful for scientists trained and familiar with the
concepts, but let's not forget that the users here are sup-
posed to be learners novices. Research on learning in
science has found that it is best to begin with what the
learner knows and to build from there, In many instances
it has been found that the best sequence fbr teaching the-
oretical content, arid there is no more theoretical domain
iii science today than astronomy and astrophysics, is the
historical sequence of the growth of knowledge.

The story of the development of the Heliocentric
Theory of the solar system is a marvelous example of the
growth of scientific knowledge. Examining the evidence
and arguments that contributed to the demise of the geo-
centric view, am; the new and more accurate predictions
of planetary motions by the heliocentric view represents a
wonderful case study of how scientific knowledge
changes, In Earth Science we find Galileo's discovery of
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the moons of Jupiter and of the surface of the moon dis-
connected from knowledge growth of the Heliocentric
Theory. Instead, these important pieces of evidence for
establishing credibility to Copernicus' view are used as a
two sentence lead-in to telescopes. Where is the link
between major ideas here?

Although most of the information contained in Earth
Science is accurate, there are numerous cases where lit-
tle consideration has been given to the sequence and
organization of the material. The result is that chapters
treat information in isolation or as disconnected facts and
that major concepts are buckshot across different units.
Consider that the Theory f Plate Tectonics appears in
Chapter 15 Unit 4 and that presentations of the
Rock Record, Geologic Time, and the Fossil Record
appear, respectively, in Chapters 19, 20 and 21 all Unit
5. Now, any earth science teacher worth his or her salt
will truly recognize the fact that the meaningful Llacting
of plate tectonics requires basic conceptual understanding
of these concepts. The present sequencing misrepresents
the importance of the prior knowledge needed to appreci-
ate the evidence in Chapter 15, and it misrepresents the
procedures employed in the developmer t of the Theory
of Plate Tectonics. Unfortunately for students, this isn't
an accurate representation of the procedures for acquiring
scientific understanding. Understanding in science
involves knowing relationships among concepts as well
as the procedures used to choose and evaluate evidence.

Earth Science has a long way to go before it begins to
provide a resource to teachers which facilitates students'
needs. As advertised, Earth Science sought the input of
teachers and has met the needs of teachers. In subsequent
editions I hope they will address the needs of learners. A
new conception of learning 9 science has evolved, and it
is time that the basic tenets of cognitive structures and
conceptual change approach be incorporated into the cur-
riculum. There is little evidence to suggest the author or
editors have considered contemporary ideas about chil-
dren's learning in science and about teachers' cognitive
decision-making. Inasmuch as textbooks often become
the curriculum for many schod districts, publishers
should consider these ideas more seriously.

Richard Duschl is a faculty member in the Department
of Curriculum and Teaching at Hunter ('ollege in
New York

I Don't Believe It
by Arthur J. Boucot

H
eath's Earth Science is another specimen of a dismal

1 1 genre: the commercial textbook that is being sold for
use in earth-science or life-science courses in our public
schools, I studied the teacher's edition, and the effort left
me drained. Books like this show us why intelligent stu-
dents are turned off, average students are confused, poor
students are bewildered, and teachers become burned out.

The designers of Earth Science have used all the cur-
rently popular techniques for making a minimum of con-
tent occupy a maximum number of pages. On typical
pages, 1.i)--40% of the available space is blank. The text
is set in excessively large type and includes illustrations
that often are irrelevant, carry uninformative captions, or.



for those at the beginning of units, carry no captions at
all. The quality of the illustrations generally is poor, the
images commonly blurred as to make critical details
indistinct. Moreover, the merciless use of colored pic-
tures produces an overdose. To me, all that color seems
more distracting than useful.

he teacher material states: "A team of highly trained
experts specialists in various fields of earth sci-

ence have checked and double-checked every page of
Heath's student text." Personally, I don't believe it, for I
had no trouble finding blatant errors of fact and major
problems with the presentation of material. For example,
early in the text, there is a masterpiece of confusion about
stratigraphy. While trying to convey that the oldest parts
of a stratified deposit are at the bottom, the text shows
a complex, totally unrealistic diagram of a rubbish pile.
The diagram is labeled, "A 10,000 year old dump," but
every "waste pocket" in the dump contains objects that
obviously are modern. (One of the deepest items in the
deepest pocket is a clock-face showing Arabic numerals!)
This would only make sense if the students were told
that this is a dump of a city many years in the future.
However, the way it is presented certainly could be
confusing to children, and it k misleading.

A note to the teacher states: "Prior to 1912, minerals
were analyzed by the powder and solution method." If
the 19th-century users of the petrographic microscope
could read that blather, they would turn over in their
graves. Later, we find in the student's text: "The earth's
crust is made from about 92 different building blocks.-
I assume that this refers to the 92 naturally-occurring
elements, but I wonder why the word "about- is used.
Is the author unsure about how many elements there
are? Certainly, students may wonder about this indefinite-
ness. And, is it assumed that the use of "building blocks"
rather than "elements- promotes education and makes
it easier for the science teacher to explain concepts more
effectively?

The text states that: "There arc about seven major
properties that are useful in identifying minerals. They
are color, streak, luster, hardness, cleavage, fracture, and
density.- The impression conveyed that these are the
major properties used in identification is false. These
really are mere ancillaries. They may be interesting his-

but they lack the practical importance of various
other properties such as those disclosed by X-ray tech-
niques. On the very next page we see: -The color of a
mineral is obvious, but it is not very useful for ide-
ntification.- That statement is true, hut will anyone who
has read the text bdieve it? There is no attempt to recon-
cile this with the earlier declaration that color is one of
the major properties useful in identifying minerals.

The treatment of paleontology is confined almost
entirely to one chapter, 18 pages long, that is flawed and
false. An especially prominent flaw is the diagram span-
ning two pages that shows whales and squirrels living in
the Cretaceous, sonic 70 million years before their first
appearance in the fossil record, and it has butterflies and
dragonflies living in the Mississippian, about 100 million
years too early. A major sM of omission is that the word

"evolution- never appears in the text. It is never made
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clear that the fossil record as a history of life on Earth,
or as an indicator of relative geologic times is a record
of continual succession. And it is never even hinted that
this succession has been explained by the principle of
biological evolution, or that biological evolution is one of
the great themes of paleontology. As a result, much of the
chapter is meaningless, and all of it is misleading. Is this
the product of a prodigious oversight, or is it a sop to the
creationists?

I have cited sonic problems already, but a few more
examples are in order. On the first page of the student's
text, three paragraphs invoke glaciers in an attempt to
suggest something about the work of geologists. "Consid-
er the example of glaciers,- the text says. "Many different
kinds of observations are made at glaciers." However, not
until over 300 pages later does the student learn what
"glacier" means. Comparable treatment is given to "fos-
sil" which appears for the first time in a meaningless
paragraph On page 6 but which is not defined until pir,y
296. Potentially confusing is the attempt to explain the
concept of density by invoking equal volumes of iron and
of cotton. Might it occur to the student, however, that a
wad of cotton contains a lot of air spaces, while a piece of
iron does not? Problems also exist in the references to
teachers. A note to the teacher suggests citing zircon anu
rutile as examples of tetragonal crystals. These two min-
erals are mentioned nowhere else in the book, however.
and the teacher will have to look elsewhere if any student
asks what they are.

The book offers many pictures of rock exposures, rock
specimens, mineral specimens or hssils, but it rarely tells
where these things occui, how old they are, or what their
significance is. There arc many missed opportunities to
teach something about geography, hktory, biology, or the
other subjects to which earth science is related. And,
there are many lost opportunities to make earth science
itself more meaningful to the student.

I could go on, but I think I have told enough to show
what is beiog foisted upon long-suffering students and
teachers, and onto the taxpayers who foot the bill for
textbooks. Is there a remedy'? What should be done to
secure the production of competent textbooks, instead of
these caricatures of science education'? Might it help if
publishing companies were to insist that people demon-
strate some professional competence before being hired
to write science books? Is that too much to ask? Please
do not buy this book for your school. And if you live
in a state that has a textbook commission and makes
state-wide adoptions, please ask the commission to reject
tlfis product.

Arthur ,I. Boucot prOfesv in. in both the nepartnlent
4 Zoology and the Depwinwnt ().1. Geology at Oregon
State 1111i Versify in Corvallis.
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Passing the Test? A picture may be worth 10,000
words, and Prentice-Hall Life Science has many pictures.
Life Science certainly passes the "thumb test" that is,
the text is appealing to the eye as one flips through the
pages. It is filled with colorful photographs and illustra-
tions and the layout looks good. However, the "thumb
test" is an inadequate measure of a text's intellectual con-
tribution to the classroom. One must question whether all
illustrations are necessary and, if they do serve a func-
tion, would black and white carry the information as well
as expensive color? The escalating cost of textbooks is
primarily due to a book's design. Color illustrations and
lavish white spaces are appealing to the eye but they
necessitate the shortening of the textual material, Our
reviewers agreed that much information is presented in
Life Science, however, they felt that too many topics were
attempted without enough explanation of that which was
included. The text is over 600 pages which are divided
into seven units, over 100 sections, and many more sub-
sections and topics. With fewer illustrations, explanations
could be expanded and might be improved. Our review-
ers also commented that the authors could increase the
amount of "science" in their text with less emphasis on
the facts and vocabulary and more emphasis on experi-
mentation. Laboratory investigations are incorporated
into the book so students can look forward to the oppor-
tunity to try these exercises. However, the labs could pro-
vide more real opportunity to hypothesize and to see how
scientific data are produced. The reviewers felt that direc-
tions and comments addressed to the teachers were sim-
plistic without providing enough thoughtful and useful
guidelines for discussions with realistic student responses
that could be used to promote learning. 'Vhat might be
considered in future editions is more information on how
teachers can lead active, inquiry-oriented, open-ended
exchanges with students. It is hoped that Prentici.-Hall
Life Science teachers will incorporate suggestions for
improvement from the three reviews, and correct errors
noted by the reviewers. And, we believe that publishers
and authors can protit by using the reviews to improve
their future products or to create new works.

Gordon E. Uno, Edit&
William Mayer Editor-in-Chief

Thinking Holistically
by Linda Wolfe

ci nice 1972, and at several universities, I have taught an
introductory course in biological anthropology which

covers evolutionary theory, primate and human evolution,
primate behavior, and human variation. Over the years I
have become concerned about students' lack of basic
biological knowledge and about their inability to
think holistically. I expect that a college student should
have some understanding of human biology, Mendelian
genetics and gamete formation, the interrelationship of
plant, animal and human evolution, and how humans
affect the ecological systems of the Earth. All citizens
need a sound knowledge of biology and ecology in order
to make their best personal judgments (e.g "Which con-
traceptive is right for me?") and their most informed
public decisions (e.g., "For whom shall I vote?"). In
general, students I encounter have little grasp of them-
selves as part of the natural history of the Earth or as
being connected to other organisms in the world, Unfor-
tunately, Prentice-Hall's Life Science perpetuates a lack
of understanding of biological, ecological and evolution-
ary processes because it does not provide an adequate and

integrated view of the life sciences.
The content of this textbook is often a hodge podge of

information that is disconnected, misleading, or inade-
quate. For example, cold-blooded vertebrates are dis-
cussed in Chapter 10. A couple of pages are devoted to
the reproduction of amphibians and reptiles. Students are
asked, "How do reptile eggs differ from amphibian
eggs?" However, there is no discussion of the evolution-
ary connection between reptiles and amphibians or about
the adaptive significance of the "reptilian revolution"
which freed animals from needing a pool of water in
which to reproduce. Furthermore, the changes in the
environment and landforms during the Paleozoic Era
which led to the evolution of reptiles from amphibians
are ignored. The concepts of evolution, adaptation, ecol-
ogy, and conservation are presented in Chapters 22-25.
This placement isolates these subjects in the back of the
textbook where they can be ignored. The discussion of
these concepts is very general, and it is difficult to relate



the information in these later chapters to the discussion in
earlier ones. The authors could have produced a more
integrated textbook had they begun with a clear siatement
on evolution and adaptation and used these concepts
throughout the book.

In Chapter I I students are told that the apes "...are the
closest mammals, in structure, to human beings." This
statement is misleading because it obscures the evolution-
ary relationship between the apes and humans. Humans
are the mamma!s closest to the apes not just "in struc-
ture" (i.e., anatomy), but also in reproduction, physiol-
ogy, karyotypes, immunology, DNA, and behavior.
(Chimpanzees do make tools, contrary to the text.) Had
the authors waited to demonstrate the relatedness of
humans and other primates, they could have discussed the
work of Dr. Allan Wikon and colleagues showing simi-
larities in the DNA of the great apes and humans. The
authors do discuss Wilson's work on the DNA of zebras
and their relatives. It is not, therefore, unreasonable to
assume that the authors knew of his work on humans and
their primate relatives but chose not to include it.

This same inadequate and misleading discussion of
evolutionary relatedness pervades the discussion of tax-
onomy in Chapter 4. The students are correctly told that
all plants and animals are named and classified according
to similarities in structure. The students are not told,
however, that scienCsts place organisms into taxa beci,use
the similarities of the organisms reflect and communi-
cate evolutionary relationships. The whole question of
relatedness 's ignored in the discussion of taxonomy
whose very purpose it is to form the language with which
scientists communicate about such relationships.

I found the discussion of sickle-cell anemia particularly
distressing. The students are told, "A person who has
sickle-cell anemia inherits a damaged gene for the manu-
facture of hemoglobin..." This is not, of course, an accu-
rate statement. The gene which is involved in the
production of sickle-cell hemoglobin is slightly different
from the gene which manufactures non-sickling
hemoglobin, but it is not "damaged." Moreover, evidence
indicates that the sickle-cell trait is an adaptation to
the disease malaria. It is mystifying to me that in the
Teacher's Guide the relationship between malaria arl the
sickle-cell trait is pointed out, and at the same time stu-
dents are told that the gene for sickle-cell hemoglobin is
"damaged." It would be better for the students to have
been given the whole explanation, connecting the razing
of rainforests for agricultural purposes, the proliferation
of mosquitoes in stagnant pools, the occurrence of malar-
ia, and the genetic response (i.e., sickle-cell hemoglobin)
rather than the dubious "damaged" gene story. In the
South where I currently teach, many of the students have
seen propaganda from white supremaci.t groups which
tells readers that sickle-cell hemoglobin is only found
among people of African descent (which is not true) and
that it is a genetic disease caused by their immoral behav-
ior (which is a blatantly false statement). My fear is that
the "damaged" gene treatment of sickle-cell hemoglobin
in Prentice-Hall Life Science will, in some students'
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minds, reinforce the message of the propaganda, no mat-
ter how innocent the intent of the textbook's information.

I object to the style in which college-educated life
science teachers are addressed in the Teacher's Guide.
For example, consider the following quotes from the
teacher's materials:

I. Have students focus in on the "knobbed" part at the
top of the fin. Point out that this fish was caught in
the Chalumna River in South America. Write
"Chalumna" on the chalkboard.

2. What are the stages in the metamorphosis of a frog?
(Tadpoles hatch from eggs laid in water. The
tadpoles gradually develop into the adult frog.)

3. Have students lub their hands up and down their
arm. What do you feel? (Accept all logical answers.
Lead students to realize they can feel the hair on
their arms.)

My question is, "Do life science teachers need to be
told exactly what to write on a chalkboard, be given
information that tadpoles develop into adult frogs, or be
provided with a gimmick to tell students that they have
hair on their arms?" If I took that Teacher's Guide seri-
ously, I have to conclude either that: a) the people who
teach life science courses know nothing about biology; or
b) the people who wrote Prentice-Pall Life Science
believe that life s..;ience teache s are poorly prepared to
teach the subject. Either way, the professionalism of life
science teachers is caned into question.

Linda Wolfe is a fiwulty member in the Department of
Anthmpology (it Ow University of Horida in Gainesville

So Many Topics, So Little Time
by David Stroack

ife Science from Prentice-Hall is designed to provide
a program on "the topics most widely covered by life

science courses" in the junior-high or middle schools.
The reading level is appropriate for these students. The
book has a remarkable range of topics from the most
introductory to those presented in senior-high school. A
reader may fear that each of the many topics cannot be
sufficiently addressed to provide an understanding of the
scientific concepts to junior-high school students. Never-
theless, the text asserts that it will feature, "The (liffer-
ence between memorizing facts and understanding
science." Science educators win be delighted with this
worthy goal and will examine the book to verify its
intended emphasis on "understanding" and avoidance
of "memorizing." I discovered the following: 1) the intro-
ductory chapter emphasizes understanding of basic skills
and the nature of science, and 2) the other r.:hapters tend
to emphasize the memorization of vocabulary. For exam-
ple, Chapter Two has 25 new terms; three pages in this
chapter "cover" such terms as "atom, electron and ele-
ment." This section is essentially a list of definitions
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without any reference to how scientists "discovered" such
concepts. In another similar section, DNA and RNA are
covered in only 140 words on one page. In general, the
book attempts too many topics without adequate explana-
tions to allow for understanding. If a teacher sinks into
the common practice of merely stressing vocabulary,
they will find this text a relatively easy book to use.
Almost every page has several new terms provided in
bold print with ronunciation assistance and definitions;
most chapters provide 20-45 new terms. There is also a
large glossary at the end of the text.

Perhaps because this textbook attempts to cover so
many topics, it has many problems related to clarity and
omission. Only two pages deal with "Genetic Engineer-
ing: Promise or Peril?" These pages are mostly a one-
sided assault on the most productive of the emerging
aspects of modern life science! They do not recognize
what is happening in terms of governmental regulations,
safety and containment standards in the laboratory, or the
financial commitments of industry to this technology.
Many chapters contain brief statements about career
opportunities, but there is no mention of employment
in the huge and rapidly-expanding biotechnology
industries.

rr he feature on genetic engineering is part of Ole text's
It series on "Issues in Science" which is designed to

promote debate among the students. Another issue is
"Animal Experimentation: Is It Necessary?" Teachers are
encouraged to organize debates on banning the use of
animals for research before students are given any
informed insights into the problem the text lacks
information which students can use to make judgments.
Obviously, a debate involves presenting a positive argu-
ment and a negative argument on a single resolve. In
these cases, however, arguments are difficult to make
without extensive research outside of the text. On still
another issue, teachers are encouraged to "have students
choose a basic criterion to govern decisions for saving
endangered species." This group activity does i.ot suggest
how the students should he organized to reach the stated
goal, and certainly there is no defined resolve or premise
here for a debate!

The Teacher's Resource Book contains tests for each
chapter. The test for (...apter One has many good items,
e.g., those requiring the interpreiation of a graph. For
most of the other chapters, however, test items seek
almost exclusively the recall of memorized terms, not
interpretation. Each of the 25 chapters of the text has
from one to several laboratory investigations or activities;
59 in total. It is suggested that "the students be asked
to provide hypotheses to each problem presented in the
Laboratory Investigation." However, most laboratories do
not pose problems that suggest any hypothesis. For exam-
ple, Investigation 5 has the problem: "What are the parts
of a microscope?" Investigation 11 asks: "What are the
stages of mitosis?" Moreover, most of the lab activities
stress observations and vccabolary that can be learned
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essentially by studying the diagrams and reading the text-
book. A teacher can omit doing the investigations listed
in the lab manual because they are supplemental to the
content of the textbook, not an integral part of developing
scientific concepts.

The textbook is filled with numerous attractive pho-
tographs and diagrams. The captions on some of the pho-
tographs are excellent because they require interpretation
or observation, e.g., "Can you see the young deer in this
photo?" Other captions seek only recall of memorized
terms with no real reference to the photo, e.g., "Why is
the rock that the lizard rests on not considered part of
the community?"

T he sequence in the presentation of evolution presents
a complicated and confusing jumble. The term "evo-

lution" is not mentioned until Chapter 22 with only three
more chapters in the book. This location may encourage
some teachers to omit "covering this topic" when there
are so many other chapters earlier on. An historical and
logical organization of evolution would be: fossils,
Lamarck, Darwin, and the DNA clock, not this book's
sequence of Lamarck, fossils, DNA clock, and Darwin.
This organization tends to destroy conceptual develop-
ment and to leave the reader struggling with a disjointed
list of new vocabulary terms to be memorized. There is
no attempt to distinguish between the basic concept of
evolution as "change in a species over time" and the
mechanisms explaining how this evolution may have hap-
pened. Prentice-Hall Life Science misses opportunities
that could help students organize their concepts related to
evolutit:n. For example, the work of Stanley Miller in
1952 is mentioned, but not related to the first primitive
forms of lite. Neither is an interesting discussion of the
coelacanth related to the short discussion of' fossils.

There are many small points in this textbook that need
correcting. For example, the textbook describes the slime
mold as having two stages when it actually has three. The
text states that "The gorilla is the largest primate. It may
grow to a height of 1.8 meters." Based on this measure-
ment, humans are larger. The Pacific Coast Coniferous
rain forest is classified as "deciduous forest." On the same
page, the color codes for desert and grasslands appear to
be the same. "Homeostasis" seems to have two different
definitions on two different pages. The description of the
Carbon-14 method of radioactive dating is incomplete.
An explanation is needed that living organisms are con-
stantly incorporating into their ussue new C-14 that was
recently created by the bombardment of N-14 in the
atmosphere, and that C-14 is always decaying.

The text lists the four major food groups witholt any
discussion of recommendations for diet or of major
dietary problems. The implication that people will have a
healthy diet by including something from each of the four
food groups at every meal is simply incorrect. This text
includes such trivia as the names of' ten digestive enzymes
with their Arbstrates and products. lunior high-school stu-
dents need a relevant disrussion of diet and food, not the
memorization of meaningless words.



In the chapter on reproduction and development,
although the term "penis" is used, it does not appear in
the diagram of the maie reproductive system. The term
"sexual intercourse" is omitted and "sexual contact" is
not defined. This confuses the discussion of AIDS in the
following chapter. Ttr-. AIDS epidemic has taken away
the luxury of speaking in ambiguous euphemisms. We
must tell students clearly that AIDS is transmitted by
blood, sperm, and vaginal fluids, and not by saliva, tears,
sweat, or other bodily fluids. Moreover, the text omits
any mention of the transmission of AIDS by hypodermic
needles shared among drug-addicts who are infected with
AIDS. Unfortunately, this is now the second most com-
mon way of spreading the AIDS virus in the U.S.A.
The basic problem with Prentice-Hall Life Science is the
excessive emphasis on vocabulary without clear and
sufficiently complete explanations. Junior-high school
textbooks should deal with fewer topics, and these topics
should motivate the student5. A good textbook should
provide full explanations that lead to conceptual frame-
works and should be far more than a dictionary of
scientific terms.

David Stronck is a faculty member in the Department
of Teacher Education at California State University,
Hayward.

Traditional Life Science
by William Frase

p rentice-Hall's Life Science represents all that has
been typical in traditional middle school/junior high

school life science since 1970. If multiple authors and
pretty pictures sell textbooks, Prentice-Hall has a salable
product. 1f, however, teachers and curriculum committees
are looking beyond the pretty, fact-tilled but shallow, and
cookbook science sources, Life Science falls short.

The copy of Life Science reviewed was an annotated
teacher's edition which included chapter overviews,
motivational strategies, suggested teacher demonstra-
tions, content development, skills development, under-
lined text materials, and performance objectives. The
inclusion of these aids should be commended. Unfortu-
nately, most of these materials are either geared toward
the beginning teacher with a degree in a field other than
science and/or a teacher who is extremely unprepared. It
is humorous, or perhaps disturbing, to note questions for
teachers to ask their students, such as, "What did you
observe?, What did you conclude?, What type of foot
walks best on sand?, Why is the heart important to the
body?, or What else on your body is the size of your
fist?" A far too common answer to these questions is,
"Accept all logical answers." One of thc more amusing
activities listed under "Teacher Demonstrations" and part
of the chapter entitled "Classification of Living Things"
is an activity in which the teacher collects "a very large
box of assorted objects" which is followed by:

Show the box of "junk" to the students. Say "I'd like

you to find me a 2-cm screw. What's the matter? Don't
you think you could find a 2-cm screw in this box?"
(Accept all answers but most students will say no.) "Why
not?" (There is too much stuff.)

This is the norm, not the exception. I'll let you decide
if such an activity has relevance to classifying living
things and whether looking in a box of "junk" will lead to
higher scientific pursuit.

My guess is that the authors, when first formulating
this text, sat down and chose all the important topics in
general biology including taxonomy, anatomy and physi-
ology, ecology, and genetics. They then tried to cover as
many of these topics as possible. The result is that the
majority of these content areas has very little information.
I was appalled to find photosynthesis reduced to tive
paragraphs, the male reproductive system reduced to two
paragraphs, and the whole discussion of the entire plant
kingdom reduced to 27 pages (the discussion of gym-
nosperms was limited to five paragraphs; angiosperms
only rated three). As is typical of most life science texts,
authors feel the need to describe all of life and its interac-
tions; but they soon find the topic so large and convoluted
that in an effort to reduce information to a manageable
size, they end up with a patchwork quilt of incomplete,
disjointed information v, th little connection between
parts. It is better to not mention metair.solism or cellular
respiration at all than to give them three short paragraphs
each.

I understand the tremendous task that the authors had
in assembling this life science text, and 1 understand the
problems of conducting such an activity, and I wish I
could defend the ultimate product. One of the major
downfalls of this text is that "science" is missing from the
book. Science is the formulating and answering of ques-
tions. Ir the section entitled, "What is Science?," the
classic explanation that science "comes from the Latin
word 'scire,' which means to know" should be the
approach of this text. Instead, this book is a compendium
of facts with little emphasis on process, even though
many activities are designed to accomplish this cnd.
There is very little emphasis on comparisons, cont;asting
or explaining, and open inquiry is nonexistent. There is
no knowing.

William Prase is an Associate Professor of Biochem-
istry at the University of Cincinnati and is the President
of the Societyfor College Science Teachers.
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happens. Some argue that it occurs slowly over a long
period of time: others hold that evolution takes place
rapidly. In the case of Modern Biology, parts of it have
changed dramatically in the past few years, while other
parts in this encyclopedic book have evolved over its
long history. Two of our reviewers agreed that, except for
noted errors. the content of the text is impressive and that
the author makes a COLL .eous stand with the inclusion of
evolution in its rightful place as a central theme of Hol-
(q.v. The science educator, however, observed that. while
the content k indeed impressive. the pedagogy is not
the IeNt'S objectives call mostly for recollection of rack
and not much evaluation or prediction. Our reviewers
noted that the text fails to distinguish between a tneory
iind a hypothesis. slighting the wide acceptance of theo-
ries and their importance as the framework on which bio-
logical principles are laid. On the whole, however, two of
the three reviews are quite favorable. Modern Biolomy
and has been the MOM widely used biology text ever pro-
duced. We applaud the inclusion of evolution as a theory
central to biology in thk edition and hope that other pub-
lishers will encourage their authors to participate in the
type of -directed evolution- seen in thk text. While not
enough changes have been made to satisfy all three of our
reviewers. Modern Biology 1989 does show that evolution
in the textbook industry can occur. albeit. in most cases.
slowly.

While Hookwatch /?eview.s is the only journal exclu-
of science textbook. other jour-

nals also provide in, 1_2htful. periodic, analytical reviews
of textbooks. /w Quarterly Review of Biology, for exam-
ple. reviews science texts from time to time. and Science
Book% and Films produces special issues devoted to high
school science textbook evaluations, Upcoming in this
excellent series is the March/April 1989 issue. wherein
nineteen biology. chemktry. and physics texts of recent
date will be subject to in-depth reviews. This March/April
issue will update past review efforts. For further informa-
tion about this upcoming issue. write Kit Johnston. Editor.
Science BookA and Films. AAAS, 1333 II Street NW.
Washington. DC 20005.

Gordon E. t'no. hluor
William I: Maye, . Edinn.-in-Chif

A Valiant Effort
by Aides Eldredge

High School

A s my kids have wended their way along the educa-
i tional path to high school. I have always checked
their texts to see how the world's important concepts. as
well as its basic data. are being presented to them. I paid
particular attention to their science texts and not just
because creationism and other forms of weasel-worded
pseudo-science have increasingly been insinuated into
school books and curricula. I am especially concerned to
see that all kids are exposed to a reasonable view of what
science is: how it is done, by whom and for what purpose.
I also check to see how some of the greatest ideas in the
history of thought ideas such as the tremendously old
age of the Universe. the solar system. planet Earth. and
life. as well as the verv notion of evolution are pre-
sented. And. I check to see how the relatively simple
ideas connecting biological phenomena with processes
the conceptual bask of biology are presented. Th1/4:

ideas themselves may be simple. but they Lui be lough to
get across to educated. relatively-sophisticated adults. let
alone ounger minds.

Thus. reviewing Modern Biology presented me with a
rather familiar task. tun] I am happy to teport that I find
the text passes pretty much with flying colors. Any book
that pronounces evolution to be both a recurrent and !Mi-
ffing theme of all biology k taking a firm stand against
creationist-appeasement and adopting a strong intellectual
stance that emphasiies the connectedness of all living
things. After all. with what we have learned about the
complex intracellular world of molecular biology. it

would be possible to draft an informative, up-to-date biol-
ogy text without stressing the unity afforded hy evolution.
But evolution k mentioned early in thk hook, and is dk-
cussed in detail in the fourth section. It is not at the
book's very end, where it has been ensconced in other
texts. no doubt in the luipes that di,: school year would
end before the teacher had time to cover it.

Modern Biolomy is organi/ed effectively, reviewing
general biological concepts and principles. then examin-
ing biochemistry. molecular biology, genetics and cell
biology. before turning to a general consideration of
evolution. The unit on evolution k genendlv well-written
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and well-organized, although the characterization of natu- prospective student readers, and their teachers. If one of
ral selection was neither pithy nor infonbative, In general, my kids hrings Modern Bioloy home from school one
the discussion seems fairly up-to-date, but perhaps just a day. I'll be content.
hit too skimpy to really get the ideas across.

By far, the greatest antount of text is devoted to an Niles Eldredge is Chairman ol
infomlative and even entertaining review' of all forms of Invertebrates, The Anwricall Mil SCUM of MINIM/ IIRWly
life, from hacteria through humans. The hook concludes in New York City.
with ecology, which at first might indicate that ecology
has replaced evolution as the forgotten subject at the end
of the book. However, the hulk of the text is devoted to Just The Facts
the genealogical interconnectedness of living creatures, by Hans Andersen

and ecology cuts right across this grain. In view of the
author's stress on evolution as an organizing principle, Modcrll Biology k a beautifully-illustrated textbook
theft is really no convenient place to include ecology. containing hundreds of fascinating photographs.
But, V. ith its focus on environmental problems, the ecolo- diagrubs, and illustrations. Few other posnive statements
gy section dovetails very nicely with the review of human can be made about the text because it k little more than
biology that immediately precedes it. The human biology a series of "one liners.' about an incredible numher
section, organized by anatomical/physiological systems, biological facts. Explanations are inadequate, scant or
includes much-needed discussions of reproductive hiol- non-existent, hut almost everything is mentioned.
ogy and sexually-transmitted disease (AIDS is high- The proliferation of demands by statc departments or
lighted), as well as the effects of drugs and alcohol. education have forced authors to add considerable
Throughout these sections, the book adopts a frank, but amounts of factual information to texthooks. To make
decidedly non-preachy, tone. I would welconle my own room for these facts, books have been enlarged and more

children being assigned to read it. significant information has heen eliminated. Modern
The basic nature of science in general is well- Biology has 53 chapters and 878 pages a large hook!

presented; there are frequent side-bar "features- scattered I charted the objectives for its first, middle, and final
judiciously throughout the text that deal with scientists ten chapters, and then classified them using Bloom's
and how they do their work, about technological advances Tammomy.

in scientific study, about scientific writing, and about top-
ics of current interest to society at large. I was gratified to
see science presented as a process conducted by humans
essentially no different from the average inquisitive per-
son who doesn't mind being a hit meticulous, logical, and
persistent when asking questions ahout Mother Nature,
Each of the 53 chapters begins with a hint of the major
theme, and ends with a variegated menu of pedagogical
reiillorcers, including vocabulary, review, critical think-
ing, and extension. I felt some of the questions could not
really he answered on the basis of the text, e.g. "What is
the theory of punctuated equilibrium'?" More disturhing,
thought that some of the questions seemed to imply that
a short, snappy, definitive answer exists when there really
is none, e.g. "What is the difference between a hypoth-
esis and a theorvr The text does, on occasion, present
material a hit too rigidly. On the other hand. I encountered
numerous statements to the effect that scientists "dis-
agree- or are "unsure-- not to dodge controversy, hut
to indicate that not all the answers are known, This,
apart from heing an accurate assessment of the situation,
happily paints science as an ongoing human enterprise
rather than a machinelike accumulation of absolute fact.

I found poor printing on some of the pages, but noticed
surprisingly few errors. Twice in the book, the author
erroneously states that fossils can routinely he dated with
radiometric techniques whereas they seldoub can he so

analyzed. But it is amazing to see so few errors in such a
large undertaking. I found the illustrations to he attractive,
informative and very effective, particularly those dealing
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I found 75 knowledge-level objectives, 107 objectives
that were borderline knowledge/comprehension, and 103
objectives that were comprehension-level. I did not find
any higher level objectives nor did I find any objectives
that called for quantifying other than measuring and
counting. Two words that suggested higher-level thinking.
evaluate and predict, really didn't require that much
thought in this text. Only one of the 285 objectives
checked Mild he considered higher than comprehension.

I hapror, contain 1 ,..triro or parts. First, there is an
..- intiodtk two (11,;( .:.. Ind' .1 ummarizing paragraph. a

chapter outline and the "Chapter Concept- which tells
students what to look for or pay attention to as they pro-
ceed through the chapter. Chapters are divided into sec-
tions that are typically ahout five pages long, and these
are preceded hy a listing of section objectives. Also con-
tained in each chapter are page-long A ritings drawn from
t' ...! works of popular authors such as l,ewis Thomas and
Rachel Carson: a laboratory: a piece on hiotechnology or
on the work of a practicing scientist: and a chapter review
composed of a list of vocabulary words. The average
numher of vocahulary words per chapter in the 30 chap-
ters I studied was 33.3. Latinized scientific names of
plants and animals are not included in this calculation.
so there is actually far more vocahulary included in
the text. Other chapter items include multiple choice
questions: a critical thinking section that asks only for
explanations and suggestions of how the students may
study; and a section called extension. This same pattern
was found throughout the text, and I felt that most
chapters were honing and repetitious.

The chapters are organized into ten Units A ith an insert
between units that poses a biological problem, and
explains how this problem connects to science and
careers. I did not discover any other atempts to extend
biology into other disciplines or the real world.

The "Laboratory Exercises- I examined were cook-
bookish and uninlaginative. Most of the laboratories
required little niore than observation, and students were
told exactly what to ohserve. Admittedly, it might he nec-
essary to begin the sophonlore class with guided exer-
cises, hut as the year progresses, students should be
required to become more responsihle for the design of
procedures, decisions about how data should he dis-
played and how conclusions should he communicated.
There is nothing like this in this text. The laboratories at
the end are the same "follow-the-steps- t pe as were
found at the beginning. Expectations for the students are
that they should do the lah and memorize it!

I am very familiar with Modern Biology. This edition
is superior to previous editions because it states that
'Biology- has major themes and one of these is evolution.
Evolution has been given a more prominent place, hut it
is still a far cry from the attention that it ought to receive.
The chapters on evolution are replete with statements of
what the scientists "say,- hut what they say is unimpor-
tant! What is important is the evidence. which is inter-
preted hy scientists. Of equal inlportance is the fact that

scientists must make data, as well as their interpreta-
tions. public open to inspection by everyone. Every sci-
entist is, hy choice of profession, a target of every other
scientist and the rest of the workl.

This text, like most science texts, fails to portray the
nature of a scientific theory. It seems to indicate that a sci-
entific theory is something you can choose to support or
not, hut it fails because it does not warn the reader of th,.
volumes of data which are hehind the scientists' cond.
sions. Furthermore, it makes a discipline I love boring. .

urge all biology teachers who prefer to ask, "How does it
make a living?" and not, "What is its nailleT. to avoid
adopting this hook.

Modern Biology has been a "best- seller since the
I920s. It has, progressively, heconle a better looking text,
13LIT, pedagogkally it has not heconle a hetter hook. Its
emphasis has been facts. facts, facts. while the need for
curriculunl emphasis has been thinking. I can not and do
not recomnlend this te.;thook to anyone!

/h/ll.c AnderNeil i.v (1 filen/1y member ih the Department

Of Education al the

II Is Time
by 1)ouglas .1. Futuynta

o judge from the knowledge of biology I find among
college freshmen, high school classes frequently

emphasize "skin-in- biology molecular, hiochenlical,
and physiological aspects -- to the detriment of organis-
mal ("skin-out-) levels of the subject. There is a common
perception that "skin-in- biology is more "scientific- and
more relevant to hunian concerns. especially health.
Obviously, this part of biology is indispensable and much
of it is exciting. hut it is just as important to teach about
organisms, when every week newspapers announce a new
environmental threat. when countries face famine. and
w hen deforestation and desertification threaten the extinc-
tion of more species than at any si4le previous time in
Earth's history.

If. moreover, biology is to he taught as an intellectu-
ally coherent discipline rather than as an unending multi-
tude of facts and definitions. it needs a unifying
theoretical structure. That structure the only truly com-
prehensive theme uniting all of hiology -- was provided
in 1859 by Charles Darwin. But to judge hy most stu-
dents' knowledge of evolution, one would never guess
that this is one of the milestones of science and of human
thought, nor thai it is the light that illunlines every fact
of biology. Happily, Modern Bioloy gives organisms
equal standing with their insides. and stresses evolution as
a thenle, heginning with the very first page of the text.
Nevertheless, at times the text seems to shrink iron) a
full-throated affirmation of evolution that the intellectual
developnlent of its readers deserves.

More than half the hook is devoted to "skin-out- biol-
ogy; if anything, molecular and biochemical biology may
he somewhat slighted, although genetics, cell biology,
and human biology are well-covered. I applaud the author
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for ending the hook with a unit on ecology, and this with a
chapter on "Protecting Life.- Few messages rill be so
important. The diversity of living things is funcamentally
fascinating and appealing, and more than any other aspect
of biology is likely to quicken the irliagination of biolo-
gists-to-be. This, too, the book covers extensively and
lovingly, with copious illustration,

Imust, however, draw attention to some flaws in what
has clearly been a project motivated hy good intentions

and executed with considerable competence. First, there
are errors ranging from trivial to suhstantial. For example.
the pupal stage of insects is not "also called the imago,"
most human characteristics are not "usually controlled hy
a single gene,- the genus of flax is Linwn, sea urchins are
radialh. symmetrical, and the living coelacanth should be
referred to as Latimeri(1 chalunnwe. It is not true that
most snakes are constrictors, nor that sirens occur in
southern Europe. It is doubtful that red leaves of poison
ivy warn animals of toxicity, that frogs' brains enable
them to contend with a more varied environment than
fishes', or that chordates arose from a radially symmet-
rical, sessile ancestor. Also, classification and ident-
ification, which are two different things, are confusing!)
treated 1.ogether as if they were one.

Second, Modern Biology, like most textbooks, tends to
present science as facts, without much discussion of
where the facts come from or how incomplete they are. To
he sure, some history is offered Pasteur's and Menders
experiments, for example. But how much richer the
subject would be if the student learned how we know that
the genetic code is universal, or that DNA replication is
semicons, -vative, or that Nome traits are governed by

more than one gene locus!
Third, the figures are somewhat inadequate, A figure

intended to illustrate mammalian tooth types presents an
occlusal rather than a lateral view of a monkey's teeth, so
they all look much the same. Many photographs do not
have the detail or illumination needed to display the
features claimed in the captions.

Fourth, evolution is treated remarkahly ginger!), con-
sidering its apparent plate of pride. Many of the chapters
on organisms are forthright (e.g. "mammals evolved from
a group of reptiles called therapsids-). However, the chap-
ters that explicitly treat evolution are rather more war.).
'The fossil record.- when we first encounter it. "could he
interpreted i.o mean that species evolved from more
ancient organisms.- "Archaeopteryx,- the most exquisite
intermediate between major taxa. -may represent an evo-
lutionary link between reptiles and birds.- There is sim)ly
uo justification for such tempori/ing, nor for saying that
"vestigial structures can he viewed as evidence for evolu-
tion," (they are), or that the universality of' cytochrome c
is evidence that organisms "probably descended from a
common ancestor.- In these and many other contexts. the
author presents evidence for evolution, only to back off
and imply that it may he weak. And, why place on the stu-
dent the burden of "critically evaluat(ing) whether (the
evidence) indicates that species may have arisen by
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descent and modification from other species?" Why,
indeed, when the student cannot he expected to have the
critical knowledge and background to make such an eval-
uation? To make matters worse, the audio:. fails to Use
some of the hest evidence for evolution. For example,
directional natural selection is illustrated by a hypo-
thetical example rather than any well-known, real cases
such as the evolution of insecticide resistance.

It is time that students learned, in no uncertain terms.
that during the 13() years since he Origin of Specie.s,

many hundreds of biologists and paleontologists have
adduced evidence for the historical reality of evolution.
that it is supported by or at least consonant with every
observation in every realm of biology, and that die vast
majority of the thousands of professional biologists work-
ing today consider evolution a fact. It is time students
!earned that a scientific "theory- is not a speculation, nor
even a hypothesis, hut a coherent body of principles
that are held to explain ohservations, The theory of evo-
lution, properly so called, is a complex theory of cause.%

including natural selection and mutation that bears
the sante status in biology that atomic "theory" does in
chemistry or quantum "theory" does in physics. Like
these other theories, evolutionary theory is subject to
amplification and revision as new understanding and
know ledge accrue. But the historical reality of evolution

the contmon descent of organisms that the theciry of
evolutionary mechanisms is meant to explain is a
breathtaking, grand statement of' fact, as fully fact as the
revolution of the planets about the sun. To suggest that
the evidence for evolution is any weaker than the
evidence for physiological or hereditary mechanistns is
intellectually insupportable.

I congratulate the author on a product that. notwith-
standing my criticisms, hears every mark of intelligent,
conscientious preparation. From %. hat I have heard, it
ma), %. ell be far ahead of the pack not only in its treat-
ment of evolution but of biology as a whole. I hope the
sales will warrant another, even more courageous. edition.
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Reasonable Fact Similes Merrill's Biology is a
text designed for students who will not attend college.
Thus, it is critical that such a text (and course) be attrac-
tive, stimulating, and capable of training informed future
citizens. But, aren't these appropriate goals for any text'?
In fact, one might ask, "What does the college-hound stu-
dent require that the non-college-bound student does
not?" Some would respond that while all students should
gain an overall understanding and appreciation of living
things and the ability to think critically, college-bound
students may need more information which prepares
them for future courses. Our reviewers felt that, while
Biology attempted to simplify explanations, there was too
much information given in too much detail for students
not headed for college. This surfeit extended into the
information and instructions for teachers. What does
seem appropriate for reaching all students, and which,
with noted exceptions, appeared to work well in this text
are: 1) illrstrations that pique student interest anii onvey
importan: concepts; and 2) common, everyday imples
that help explain complex biological processes or phe-
nomena. Such analo4ies and similes certainly can he
effective teaching tools, as long as the student is familiar
with the comparative stems. Overall, our reviewers felt
that this text had much to be commended, and that,
despite identified flaws, its audience would benefit from
its use.

This is the last issue of the first volume of Bookwatch
Reviews. Throughout the past year, we have learned a lot
about the publication business. Of course, learning should
be a continual and cumulative process, and we will carry
our new knowledge into the second year am.: volume.
One of the important lessons learned was that we need to
accommodate better our workforce and the schedules of
our busy reviewers. We also want to increase the number
of hooks we evUluate. Thus, wir second volume will con-
sist of six issues, and each bimonthly publication will
contain three reviews of two different science texts.
There will thus be 12 books reviewed in 1989, We feel
that this is a move toward greater publication efficiency
while providing our readers with more analyses of
science textbooks. Please join us in our second year.

Gordon E. U no, 1...ditor

William I:

Meeting Our Responsibilities
by David M. Armstrong

Merrill's Biology has a lot to recommend it. It sets
a formidable goal: making terminal biology mean-

ingful. We seldom have further opportunities with
students who are not college-hound. Ours is the "insistent
present" of which Whitehead wrote, with all its implicit
responsibility. This text addresses that responsibility
in subject matter, conceptual level, and attitude toward
students, biology, and life.

There is generous support for instructors in the
Teacher's Edition, Indeed, there may be too much help.
(How do we stay alive as teachers when the answers all are
known?) The introduction emphasizes performance objec-
tives, thereby emphasizing rote learning rather than
inquiry, and vocabulary development or skills acquisition
rather than those notoriously elusive (but fundamentally
important) affective changes that we all expect of students.
Sometimes the teaching tips are misleading. "Ask students
to investigate why the human life span has increased."
Actually, it hasn't increased much, except on average. The
important insight is that average age at death used to he
prior to or early in the reproductive years, whereas now it
is postreproductive.

Some review questions ask for real inquiry and could
lead to novel insights. An example; "If a scientific break-
through were to occur in the slowing of aging and cancer,
what type of research would the scientists be doing?"
Unfortunately, that question is posed to teachers, not
students. Will teachers take time to work it in'?

Every effort is made to keep vocabulary manageable,
which leads to confusion if a key term is missing. As an
example, for want of "seed leaf" we get into a hind. First,
students learn that "one kind of plant (gymnosperms) pro-
duces seeds with no outer covering." Students familiar
with pine cones, or with juniper or yew "berries," are
going to wonder about that. Even the ignorant could
he confused, however, because the text then states "scale-
like parts of the cone cover the seeds as they form"
and "spores are not as well covered as are the seeds
of conifers,"

Simplification is sometimes overdone. The legend for
one photograph states that "the leaves of spinach plants
can be eaten." This surely talks down to a reader who also
is supposed to decipher a complex diagram of kidney func-
tion. On the other hand, authors occasionally encourage



teachers to undo their efforts to minimize detail. Is it
enrichment or encumbrance to "have students use a rekr-
enee to determine the exac names used to describe each
phase of Mitosis"?

Illustrations are generally excellent, with an agreeable
balance among line art, drawings, and photographs. In an
excellent photo essay, the student is led to compare non-
human senses with human cultural metasensessonar,
radar. infrared, and radio/TV reception. On the other hand,
more variety would be useful in Chapter I I where I got
dazed looking at red arteries and Nue veins On page after
page. Some figures are confusing. "What is the largest
hionle on Earth!" is an important question, hut one I had
trouble answering from a cursory glance at Mercator's dis-
toiled Earth. If the most extensive hiome were the taiga, as
one might guess from the map. Earth's five hillion people
would he even hungrier than they are today. Some of the
illustrations ill Chapter 9 look more like ones from G ow!
Housekeeping than from the lives of real teenagers.
Because students live on junkfood, why not follow a pizza
from lunch-counter to mitochondrion? And how can one
responsibly discuss the human ear with this clientele with-
out a cautionary comment on the ef't'Ltcts of noise pollution
f Tom a "Walkman'"?

"Ille text is remarkahly free of overt errors. However,
not all "organs and systems develop from the middle layer-
of the flatworm, and the statement that "water moves
hy osmosis to all parts of the plant and takes with it needed
materials- is sure to confuse the alert student. Also, there
are errors of omission. It is noted that mosses are restricted
to moist habitats because they are nonvascular, hut
their reliance on swimming sperm is not tied in with this
important piece of ecology.

Some problems are more suhtle and conceptual. After a
tine discussion of theory and its relationship to hypothesis
and experiment. cell "theory- is used as an example. and
that is barely (if at all) a theory in the sense used in the
text. Chapter 8 is entitled "Complex Animals." Relative to
what? They will never convince a sapient squid that it is

less complex than a sea cucumber. The text mostly does
a good joh of conveying general hiology, with humans
a common example, although sometimes the human e:.:ani-
ple is wrongly implied: "All living things age. Loss of hair.
wrinkled skin, and loss of memory are some of the
common signs of aging." But not for chestnuts.

The text encourages sensitivity toward organisms,
including fellow humans. and language is laudably free of
gender Has. A photograph of wheelchair athletes without
comment is subtle and effective, and that of an individual
with Down's syndronle is a beautiful statement. "he text is
mostly non-judgmental, and the chapter On drugs is fairly
thorough, direct. and not at all "preachy.-

Analogies are claimed as a strong feature of the book.
and the text mostly delivers. The propulsion of an untied
balloon and a squid are alike. Some analogies, howcver,
are forced, and others presume insights that students may
not have (molecular genetics and the computer. for exam-
ple), Some analogies actually are contusing. Bakeries
and maple leaves are not hoth food-nlaking businesses:
bakeries merely process the indirect r roduction of leaves
of grass.

The text claims to face controversial topics squarel,,
and, in some cases, does so. AIDS is difficult and can be
controversial. but the text's coverage. although brief, is
fairly forthright. Topics sonktinies called "controversial-
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(hut actually just fundamental) are treated without apology.
The description of human reproduction and development is
excellent. However, neither abortion nor contraception is
mentioned. and that is irresponsible. Anyone who can deal
with amniocentesis and in vim) feffilization can reasonably
he asked to read about condoms, "the and unwanted
pregnancy. Evolution is presented as an observable phe-
nomenon and natural selection as a robust theoretical
model of how evolution happens. The coverage is perhaps
simplistic. hut it is intellectually honest.

Biology. An Everyday Experience is a text worth con-
sidering. Its problems are few, will he countered hy effec-
tive teachers, and are more than compensated by its
virtues. First among these is that it addresses deliberately
the needs of the majority of our studentsstudents for
whom high school hiology is the last chance we have to
introduce the wonders of life and the perils of living
together On a small. round. beautiful planet.

David M. Armstrong, is Director of the 11.%-wersity
Colorwlo Museum and Prplessor in the Natural Science
Program, and is interested in the science education of
non-scientists.

Practical Biology
by Ross Koning

T he Teacher's Edition of Merrill's Biology represents a
course development system more than a simple text-

book. This system must he an instructor's and administra-
tor's delight. The instructional aids make it easy enough
for any teacher to walk into a classroom and he reasonably
prepared to teach with minimal advanced reading. The fact
that the lahoratory and instructional resources are con-
tained in one hook should make logistics and expenses rea-
sonable. The annotated edition makes correcting question
responses and marking laboratory results possible even for
untrained personnel.

There is a rich diversity of reviews, questions, research
ideas, tests, and summaries that makes individualized
teaching approaches possiNc. I was disappointed. howev-
er. to see few writing assignments among this diversity.
Most of the questions posed to students were of the short-
answer type. While this nlethod is quite efficient in
answering and grading, it offers little reinforcement of
writing skills. I am fully aware that an instructor typically
faces around ISO students each day, and the prospects of
grading IS() essays at night are discouraging ilt hest. Nev-
ertheless. I wish the questions at least directed students
to respond in complete sentences. "Writing across the
curriculum" projects might include this text if it were
provided with writing supplenlents.

This hook is intended for secondary students not intend-
ing to pursue a college degree. I found the practical.
everyday-life parallels to biological systems interesting
and enlightening. I firmly believe that attaching practiol
explanations to biological processes is a method ideally
suited for learning hy non-biologists. It is a system I use at
the college level.

The hook's diagrams usually explain the process or
system very well and, in fact. are more functional than
those in most college texts. On the negative side. the
figures are largely compressed into the margins, This leads
to some unnatuial arrangements: for example, a diagram of



the pulmonary system has a vertically-oriented heart with
the right lung above the heart and the left lung beneath. In
other cases, a multiple figure explains a process (such as
the menstrual cycle) with numbered labels, but because the
numbers are out of sequence, it is hard to follow the pro-
cess being described. Sometimes the diagram is so crowd-
ed that complete parallels are not shown; in one case,
while factory wastes are pictured, human wastes are shown
only as the word "wastes" next to the view of a muscle.
This leads to a possible misconception that the muscle is a
waste-storage area. Of course, part of this cramping is due
to the large number of diagrams used throughout the text.
This is a heavily-illustrated book; a strength and a weak-
ness together. I would prefer to have more room for critical
diagrams. One area that might be reduced to add space is
the photographic spread at the chapter and unit headings.
While beautiful, these photos are not very functional.

The topic coverage of the text is comprehensive, but the
detail on each topic is probably excessive for the targeted
students. While the hook is an excellent resource, many
students may find the text difficult to read. The level of
detail exceeds that in many introductory college texts for
non-science majors.

There are a few cases of inaccuracy. This book is typi-
cal among biology texts, confusing gene and allele and
leaving incorrect ideas about one "gene" being dominant to
another "gene". While the human atrium appears smaller
upon dissection, when functioning its contained volume
must be identical to that of the ventricle it fills on alternate
strokes. Unfortunately, the inaccurate statement of size is
common in textbooks because of authors' experiences in
dissecting dead animals rather than logical thought about
function. I wish obvious discrepancies like this were used
as tools to foster critical thinking by students.

In a slightly different example, fertilization in fishes is
accurately described in vague terms of external vs. internal
in the text, but the adjacent figure legend makes an abso-
lute statement that fishes have external fertilization. Of
course, students will have observed many guppies in the
laboratory exercises of this book and may have observed
fish copulation. It is critical that instructional programs
reinforce students' trust in their own observations.

The laboratory exercises are frequently exciting and
positive experiences. On the other hand, some revisions are
in order. In one activity, the effect of protease on gelatin
and the effect of amylase on starch are tested. In the ques-
tions, however, students are asked whether the enzyme
digesting starch could also digest protein. The question of
specificity is beyond the scope of the observations and yet
is important enough to warrant inclusion. Why not have
the students observe the effect of protease on starch and
that of amylase on gelatin? Of course the results will be
negative, but this is an important point: we often learn
more from negative results than from positive ones in
science. We need to train citizens about honesty in
science and about the integrity, reality, and importance
of "negative- data.

Perhaps a more critical error is made in the activity
where students dissect a preserved anemone and are asked
to describe the functions of its structures! An activity
should reinforce the idea that "data and observations" are
not factual knowledge gained from reading the text. There
is no way to "observe" functions in a preserved anemone,
and functions ascribed to structures by students in no
way constitute "data" collected by a student during the
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activity, Moreover, the authors should have students record
observations that can be made (color, size, form, presence
of other preserved organisms), and then have stu-
dents distinguish between what they read and what they
actually see.

The shortcomings mentioned in the paragraphs above
are common to most biology textbooks. Biology as a sci-
ence disappears in a sea of information generated from the
process itself. It is commonly assumed that the "study
of life" is already well known and thoroughly explained
previously to students. This book has one chapter on
"science," but like most others, it reinforces that chapter
very weakly throughout the rest of the text.

In summary, this book represents an excellent teaching
system and presents the data of biology in a comprehen-
sive and detailed manner. It provides an excellent resource
for teachers and students, and, with some revisions, could
have kemendous impact on the teaching of biology

Ross Koning is a plant physiologist who teaches
biology to both majors and nonmajors in the Biology
Department at Eastern Connecticut .S'tate University
in Willimantic.

Making the Right Connections
by Mary D. Coyne

Biology: An Everyday Etperience is a text that covers
the entirety of biology and is aimed at the "non-

college-bound student." It begins by introducing general
terms, measurements, the scientific method, cell structure,
and basic function. This is followed by discussions on
the classification, anatomy, physiology, and reproduction
of both plants and animals. The discussion on reproduc-
tion naturally flows into explanations of development,
inherited traits, genetics, DNA, evolution, population biol-
ogy, and finally ecosystems. It is a text that has many posi-
tive attributes, but it also is one that contains some
areas that bother me as an educator. Let me speak to the
positive first.

The scientific vocabulary was kept to a minimum in
twiny sections, and words in common usage were substi-
tuted. For example, echinoderms are classified as spiny-
skinned animals, coelenterates as stinging-cell animals,
and mollusks as soft-bodied animals. The Latin- and
Greek-derived names are listed in the margins of the
Teacher's Edition, The bones of the human skeleton are
labeled with both common and medical names. While
these examples indicate an effort to reduce terminology,
one wonders why terms sure h as the -newton- and the
"kelvin scale" are introduced, put in the vocabulary list,
but never explained or used again.

The text contains many excellent pictures, photos, and
diagrams which are directly tied in with the discussions in
the chapter. They are used for comparisons, and for
demonstrations of tissue structure, cell structure,
animal/plant diversity, and dissections, i found myself con-
sulting these illustrations frequently as I read through the
text and felt they were an integral part of the book. Occa-
sionally, "photo essays- precede a new subdivision of the
book. These essays attempt to make connections between
biological phenomena and common events or things. Some
connections work better than others. For example, the
types of seed dispersal are the subject of one photo



essaywind dispersion is related to the movement of a
hot-air balloon, water dispersal to a floating raft, ejection
to a sling shot, and animals as seed-carriers to velcro
closures on a sneaker, The best use of photos, however, is
to depict experimental results. In some cases, photos are
used to show the results in bodi the control and the experi-
mental group (plant growth in the light/dark, or in the
dark). In other cases, they provide the data for an activity.
e.g. one suggests comparing blood cells from different ani-
mals. The text illustrates smears from a camel and a bird. If
the teacher cannot obtain blood specimens, then at
least two are readily available for some measurement
and discu.,sions.

The text uses familiar everyday events in its discussions
of biological phenomena. For example, the amount of drug
in the blood is shown to be a balance between the rate it is
taken in and the rate of its removal. This is compared to
a sink filling with water at the same time it is being
drained, I was particularly pleased with the chapter on
drugs. It is a very rational, reasoned approach explaining
how the drugs worked. The authors discuss reading labels
on bottles with usage, doses, and warnings. The chapter
covers aspirin, depressants, decongestants, mind-altering
drugs, antacids, cocaine/crack, caffeine, nicotine, and alco-
hol. In other areas of the text, modern medical techniques
are explained, such as heart and kidney transplants, hip
replacements, in vitro fertilization, and CAT scans. Career
Closeups are vignettes explaining occupations which
require some additional schooling, or on-the-job-training.
hut in all cases they promote the idea that a high school
education is necessary. I must admit, however, I had never
thought of lumberyard work as a job in biology.

I reviewed the Teacher's Edition, and there was a great
deal of material provided. Some of this included extra
activities and experiments; research topics in the library:
bulletin board material for major units; and interesting
asides or information related to possible student questions.
An experienced teacher might find most of the teacher
information worthless and condescending, but a beginning
teacher might find some useful suggestions.

On the negative side, it appeared to me that the first
third of the text had several flaws. The most glaring prob-
lem to me is related to the processes basic to thc function
of the cell. The authors only discuss osmosis and diffusion
across the cell membrane and nu active transport or the
components of the cell membrane. Moreover, they incor-
rectly use the diffusion of oxygen occurring via pores in
the membrane as the basic description of diffusion. It
seems the authors consider the group of students for whom
this book is written co be incapable of understanding con-
cepts such as active transport er membrane components. I
disagree. I find that students grasp such ideas easily. espe-
cially if they are reiterated in the discussion of each
system. The authors freely discus% DNA. DNA repli-
cation, mutations, and recombinant DNAwhy not
active transport?

In the first activity of the text, the students are asked to
look at a paramecium using a microscope, to draw the
organism to scale relative to the field of vision, and then to
calculate its actual size. This is line, but now the student is
given a multiplication factor to use in arriving at the
answer. Nowhere is there any information about why this
correction factor is used or how it was determined. And
there is no information for the teacher in case a student
asks. To me. this is an important missing link, The students
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are asked to do and not to understand. The second activity
is titled, "What will a green liquid do to a piece of alu-
minumr The students are told to put a piece of aluminum
foil into two different tubes containing a green liquid. In
one tube the foil deteriorates, and in the other it doesn't.
That's it, The student is never told why there is a differ-
ence or what is causing the difference. At this point, if I
were a student, I would tune out.

If you can get beyond the first tv 1 chapters, you v/ill
find this a usable text, It does try to tulfill the needs Tif its
particular student audience, and the level of understanding
does improve as you proceed through the book. My parting
question, however, is "Do 'non-college-bound' students
need to learn, actually memorize, the entirety of biology, or
would it be better for them to savor and to understand a
smaller fraction?"

Mary D. Coyne is a Professor of llioloqical Sciences at
Wellesley College in Massachusetts who studies signal
transduction in adrenal cortical cells and who teaches
IM,logy to non-science m(Ijors.
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